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ABSTRACT

Online anonymous communication is an important service used by individuals,

journalists, government agencies and law enforcement agencies.

One of the most popular uses of online anonymity is web browsing which ne-

cessitates using a low latency anonymity system. Unfortunately, these systems are

typically vulnerable to the correlation attack, where an adversary that can observe the

parts of a client’s flow that enter and leave the system, can deanonymize the client.

Recent research has shown that network layer adversaries pose far greater threat to

anonymity systems than previously thought. By manipulating the Internet’s control-

plane, i.e., BGP, an adversary can increase its view of the network and improve its

ability to deanonymize clients.

In this dissertation, we study in depth these network level adversaries, attacks

against BGP and their effects on the security of Tor. We propose and evaluate de-

fenses against these attacks.

In order to evaluate the aforementioned threats, we construct accurate models of

the Internet. Our models preserve important details of the Tor network, such as end

to end latency and path of Autonomous Systems, of network routes.

Using these highly granular models, we emulate a scaled down version of the Tor

network. Our emulations allow us to examine the performance of Tor and potential

compromise due to an AS adversary under different relay selection strategies.
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Using an AS level model, we explore the effects of control-plane attacks on the

security of Tor. We quantify Tor’s susceptibility to these attacks by measuring the

fraction of the Tor network that is vulnerable, and the advantage the adversary attains

by performing the attacks. We show that 13% of Tor’s ingress bandwidth, at the

median, is susceptible to an adversary which hijacks six prefixes.

We propose defense mechanisms to protect Tor users from manipulation at the

control-plane. Our defenses require low overhead, do not assume the active partic-

ipation of Internet Service Providers, and require small changes to Tor. We exper-

imentally evaluate the effectiveness of our defenses, and show that they result in a

more than tenfold decrease in the effectiveness of the control-plane attacks, prevent-

ing the attack entirely from many ASes.
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1
Introduction

Online anonymous communication is an important service that is used by many

people and organizations. Anonymity itself is a broad term encompassing many dif-

ferent definitions: one definition of online anonymity is for two parties to exchange

messages without either party, or a third party, knowing the identity of the other

party, e.g., not knowing the other party’s IP address. ere are other definitions,

such as one where k users in a group can exchange messages within the group, with-

out any of the users knowing the originator of the message, but we shall be focused

mainly on the former definition. Users interested in this form of anonymity include

privacy sensitive individuals, journalists, government agencies and law enforcement

agencies, among others.

Broadly, this thesis considers attacks against anonymity systems that reveal to an

adversary the sender and recipient of an anonymous exchange. Such attacks are

especially damaging for anonymous communication because their private data can
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be used against them, e.g., an insurance company may treat one of their clients

who looks up certain medical illnesses differently, or a more dire scenario where the

communicants are in areas where they will be persecuted for their exchanges.

1.1 Background

Chaum introduced the concept of online anonymity with Untraceable Electronic

Mail [10]. is technique uses a mix, or series of mixes to allow emails to be sent

anonymously. is has led to several implementations for anonymous email such as

Babel, Mixmaster and Mixminion [17, 31, 48].

ere are also architectures for anonymous low latency communication, such as web

browsing. A simple form of anonymization that provides this is an online web proxy.

e web proxy is a service located at some known location (on the Internet) and

serves many clients, connecting to different destinations through it. One should

note that in this scenario, the proxy itself, or any entity that compromises it, is able

to de-anonymize all traffic going through it.

Crowds [56] and Hordes [43] mask the origin of a message by having participants

forward messages to each other before emitting it to the intended destination. Sys-

tems such as MorphMix [58], I2P [92] and Tor [20] use onion routing and route

traffic through a network of anonymizing relays. Note that MorphMix proposes

both a mix based and onion routing based architecture. Onion routing relies on a

different notion of anonymity, specifically path unpredictability, and does not per-

form mixing of messages. A detailed treatment of the distinction between anonymity

from mixing and onion routing is provided by Syverson [73].

e other most widely known technique for obtaining online anonymity is based

on the Dining Cryptographers problem, also introduced by Chaum [9]. Networks
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using this technique, such as Dissent [14] and Verdict [15], generally described as

DC-nets, provide unconditional or cryptographically secure anonymity even against

a global adversary or an adversary controlling all but one of the participants. We

mention these systems for completeness but the problems studied in this dissertation

generally do not apply to DC-nets.

1.2 Attacks against Anonymity Systems

Anonymity systems are vulnerable to a variety of de-anonymizing attacks, the main

one which we consider is the correlation attack [8, 25, 51, 65], where if an adversary

can observe the parts of a flow that enter and leave the anonymous network, she

can apply statistical techniques to deanonymize the client that generated that flow.

is attack applies to any anonymity system which does not guarantee anonymity

against a global passive adversary, i.e., an adversary that is able to observe the link

between each node in the network, or one which does not guarantee anonymity if

the adversary controls some subset of the nodes.

Some of the previously mentioned architectures do defend against this attack, for

example, by having high delays at the mix nodes, using a high volume of dummy

traffic, or by forcing clients to work in minimum sized cliques and maintaining

anonymity over the clique. However, this often implies that the networks are not

suited to everyday web browsing or low latency communication and the anonymity

properties of these networks in the real world are still not well known since they have

not gained in popularity. e most popular anonymity network, at the time of this

writing, is the Tor network, which has over 6,500 relays and serves over 2,000,000

users a day [81]. Unfortunately, Tor is vulnerable to the correlation attack and as

such we base our analysis of off data gathered from and about the Tor network.
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Figure 1.1: Example BGP Attack. e forward and reverse routes between a client
and its guard relay, shown as black solid and dashed lines, respectively. After a
control-plane attack by a malicious AS (AS11), the traffic from the client to its guard
is redirected via the route highlighted in red, enabling AS11 to learn the depicted
client’s network location.

1.3 Achieving a More Robust Anonymity System

Most of the existing literature that examines traffic correlation considers two poten-

tial adversaries: an adversary that operates relays (the relay adversary) and an adver-

sary that controls or monitors a region of the Internet (the network adversary). e

former has a lower bar to entry, since Tor is a volunteer-operated network and any-

one can instantiate a relay; examples of the latter include operators of autonomous

systems (ASes) or Internet exchange points (IXPs), or nation-states that monitor traf-

fic that traverses their borders. In their analysis of Tor’s susceptibility to correlation

attacks, Johnson et al. find that moderately-provisioned network adversaries can ex-

pect to de-anonymize regular users of Tor (i.e., those who use the service primarily

for web browsing) with over 50% probability within three months. Some Tor users

can expect with over 95% probability to be de-anonymized by a network adversary

who controls an IXP within three months [36].
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Unfortunately, most previously proposed defenses ignore network dynamics, assum-

ing instead (1) a simplified model of the Internet in which routes are static and

(2) that adversaries must contend with whatever network position they have. Re-

cent work by Sun et al. [72] show that the realities of dynamic Internet routes and

vulnerabilities in the Internet’s control-plane protocol (i.e., BGP) lead to yet another

avenue by which an adversary may perform traffic correlation attacks. Of particular

concern, they show that an AS-level network adversary may interpose itself on traffic

between clients and a targeted Tor guard by performing a longest prefix hijacking

attack1. Such a scenario is depicted in Figure 1.1.

Due to the lack of general detection or prevention of these attacks, ASes interested

in surveillance may perform these attacks.

A nation state, or governmental agency within it, that already is able to surveil its

populace, could use these BGP attacks to gain control of the parts of the paths that

it requires to perform de-anonymization. A simple example would be - assuming

that a country has control of an AS, either because they own it or have co-opted it,

it would have control of the client to guard traffic of the clients within that AS. It

can use then use the AS to perform prefix hijacking attacks against various exits and

use traffic correlation to identify a portion of the websites that are being accessed by

their population.

Ongoing costs to this attack, on top of performing traffic correlation, are the costs

of relaying the traffic of the hijacked prefix (or equivalently IP space). is is highly

dependent on how much traffic the entities in that prefix experience, which is also

related to the size of the prefix being hijacked. We do not attempt to estimate this
1A longest prefix hijacking attack exploits BGP’s longest-prefix matching policy to reroute traffic

through the adversary. Here, an adversary advertises a longer prefix for a targeted network than is
currently (i.e., legitimately) advertised, causing routes to be propagated throughout the Internet that
include the adversary’s AS.
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cost in our work but note that ASes generally route traffic for many prefixes as is. It

is likely that a small IP space, containing residential users or a part of a university,

which is where most volunteer run relays reside, would be a relatively minuscule

amount of extra traffic to carry.

is thesis primarily investigates the vulnerability of anonymous networks to AS

level adversaries which perform various network attacks to observe a greater propor-

tion of anonymity traffic. We use Tor, being the most popular anonymity network,

as our prototypical anonymity network. Firstly, we examine Tor’s vulnerability to

the correlation attack by a “passive” network level adversary, i.e., one which does

not perform attacks against the network layer. We show that up to 27% of paths in

the Tor network are vulnerable under different relay selection algorithms.

Secondly, we study the longest prefix hijacking attacks suggested by Sun et al. [72]

and quantify (1) the fraction of the Tor network that is vulnerable and (2) the advan-

tage to the adversary of performing such attacks. We additionally present and eval-

uate other control-plane attacks in which adversaries advertise (false) shorter paths

to a guard. ese shortest path attacks may be more attractive to adversaries, since

longest-prefix hijacking attacks almost always propagate a previously non-existent

prefix throughout the Internet (necessary in order to succeed), whereas a shortest

path attack is an announcement for existing prefixes but with a shorter hop count

and consequently has a more localized effect. As we show below, shortest path at-

tacks are also more difficult to detect, due in large part to their limited range.

To do the above, we construct a model of the Tor network and the Internet to infer

routes between points of interest, i.e., clients, relays and destinations, of the most

popular anonymity network, Tor. e network model allows us to infer paths before

and after a route hijacking attack and we show that many ASes are able to hijack a

significant fraction of Tor ingress traffic.
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Finally, we propose lightweight detection techniques to detect these attacks. We

show that without access to any control-plane information and by using solely data-

plane techniques, our defenses are able to detect and mitigate most control-plane

attacks against Tor.

In general, control-plane attacks are enabled by manipulation of a few routing rules

and as such have specific side effects on the Internet which we can simulate using our

network model. We do not aim to solve Internet routing vulnerabilities in general,

but leverage features of Tor that make data-plane defenses tractable for it. Our tech-

niques use heuristics to measure these side effects to detect when attacks are being

mounted against the anonymity network. While we analyze these in the context of

Tor, they can also be applied to many anonymity networks that have the features

that we take advantage of, such as each node in the network being able to perform

and securely publish traceroutes, and measure their effectiveness. We more formally

define these criteria later in this thesis.

1.4 Research Questions

We ask, and answer, the following questions in this thesis:

• How do underlays, i.e., the Internet, affect the security and anonymity prop-

erties of overlay anonymity networks?

• Are anonymity attacks enabled by the underlays? For example, how vulnerable

is Tor to adversaries at the IP layer?

• Is it possible to detect attacks at the underlay while on the overlay, or without

any control of the underlay? Specifically, can we use data plane techniques,

such as traceroute, to detect when BGP attacks are being performed?
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1.5 Contributions

In this dissertation, we make the following contributions:

• Anonymity networks are affected by network level attackers, both passive and

active. We measure the threat of the different attacks to Tor.

• We create a detailed model of the Internet that allows us to infer AS paths

between points of interest and the latencies associated with these paths.

• We propose, and validate using the network model, a number of lightweight

defenses which are run by clients and nodes of the anonymity network which

detect when network attacks are being performed at the underlay.

• We measure the reduction in threat to the Tor network with the defense im-

plemented.

1.6 Outline

• We begin in Chapter 2 with more background information on Anonymity

Systems, known attacks, and Tor. We also cover briefly the attacks against

BGP which we focus on.

• Chapter 3 discusses the adversarial models, the setup, specifics of the attacks

that we simulate, how we measure the threat and a framework for comparing

known and new adversaries.

• Chapter 4 describes how we create our model of the Internet and ongoing work

on extending and improving this portion of the thesis.
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• We study “passive” attacks against anonymity networks, or what is known as

AS level adversaries performing correlation attacks, as well as internal attackers,

e.g., an attacker who controls some portion of the overlay, in Chapter 5

• We study the “active” adversary in Chapter 6 which, in addition to the ca-

pabilities of a passive attacker, also performs attacks against BGP. We study

two flavors of network attacks, the longest prefix attack and shortest AS path

attack.

• In Chapter 7, we describe our new defense which can be run by the anonymity

network to detect attacks against the network performed at the underlay. We

use the network model to show how much the attacks would be mitigated by

this attack.

• In Chapter 8, we propose a novel design philosophy that is inherently resilient

towards attacks at the underlay.

• We conclude this thesis in Chapter 9.
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2
Background and Related Work

2.1 Anonymity Systems

Tor provides anonymous TCP connections by forwarding traffic from a client (some-

times called the OP for historical reasons) through a circuit consisting, usually, of

three relays (also called ORs). Tor operates as an overlay network, and therefore inter-

nal connections within the overlay and ingress (resp. egress) links entering (resp. leav-

ing) the overlay are comprised of potentially multiple network level links spanning

multiple ASes (see Figure 1.1). Each AS that exists along a link in the Tor overlay

network is able to observe various properties of the traffic that traverses its network,

such as the pair of communicating nodes (e.g., the client and guard, exit and des-

tination, or two adjacent ORs in a Tor circuit) and the distribution and timing of

(encrypted) packets [25]. Crucially, an AS who observes ingress Tor traffic can triv-

ially identify the client by inspecting IP headers; similarly, an AS that carries Tor
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egress traffic learns the network location of the destination. (Unobservability proto-

cols, which weaken the adversary’s ability to determine that Tor is in use, are discussed

below.)

An AS has some control over the traffic that crosses its network, such as imposing

rate limits or dropping packets altogether. At somewhat high cost, an AS-level ad-

versary that is able to monitor and affect some portion of Tor’s ingress and egress

traffic can apply traffic watermarks [32] to correlate flows, and thus de-anonymize

anonymous circuits. Even without active traffic alteration, existing work has shown

that low-cost statistical analyses applied to ingress and egress traffic are sufficient to

de-anonymize the endpoints with high accuracy [51]. As discussed in Chapter 1, a

relevant question is thus: how often are adversaries situated in positions that enable

such traffic analysis? is question has been explored in depth using static models

of the Tor network [23, 36].

Other more recently proposed anonymity systems such as HORNET, Dovetail and

LAP [11, 35, 61] propose lower level anonymizing techniques where the anonymiz-

ing nodes are the network relays themselves. ese “blank slate” proposals require

substantial change in the structure of the Internet and are a recent movement in

rethinking anonymity systems and how they should be provided as an in-network

service (as opposed to via an overlay). We note that none of these systems have

found wide-scale adoption. While these systems are still susceptible to traffic correla-

tion/confirmation attacks, they have much smaller attack surfaces since they require

that every AS along a path to be an anonymizing node. However, every AS is an

anonymizing node in these systems and network level manipulation, does not seem

to give much, if any, advantage to the attacker. In this thesis, we do not consider

these systems and focus mainly on overlay anonymity networks.
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2.2 Defenses against traffic correlation attacks

e problem of defeating traffic correlation attacks has received considerable atten-

tion from the privacy-enhancing technologies community, resulting in a number of

suggested approaches: e use of cover traffic and mix cascades [10] hinders traffic

correlation, but does so at the cost of enormous bandwidth and latency overheads.

Other work suggests adopting relay selection strategies that avoid untrustworthy

ASes [22] or minimize AS crossings [37]. However, as we and others [72] have

shown, remote ASes can exploit weaknesses in the Internet’s control-plane to change

how packets are routed on the Internet, effectively inserting themselves into Tor’s

ingress and egress paths, regardless of a client’s choice of relays.

If one assumes that the adversary’s geographic location is known, a defense called

Alibi Routing [42] may be effective. is technique uses latency constraints to find

paths in an overlay of alibis which can be shown to avoid a given geographic region.

ere has also been considerable research on developing unobservability protocols

that attempt to hide or disguise a client’s use of Tor via traffic morphing [49],

steganography [84], domain fronting [27], or format-transforming encryption [21].

However, Houmansadr et al. [33] show that unobservability techniques are sur-

prisingly ineffective against determined adversaries, since imitation protocols can be

distinguished from their true (imitated) protocols using simple probing techniques

2.3 Routing dynamics and attacks

Sun et al. [72] show that Internet dynamics significantly affects the anonymity of Tor

users. Naturally occurring churn—that is, fluctuating routing changes that occur

on the Internet’s control-plane—and the asymmetry of Internet routes increase the
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opportunities for a network-level adversary to find itself on paths into and out of

the Tor network. Worse, the lack of authentication in BGP enables adversaries to

modify network routes to their advantage. In particular, Sun et al. observe that an

adversary can conduct a longest-prefix hijacking attack in which it advertises a prefix

for a targeted address space that is more specific than the space’s currently advertised

(correct) prefix (e.g.,1.2.3.0/25 versus 1.2.3.0/24). Since the Internet adopts a longest-

prefix matching policy, this effectively causes traffic for the targeted IP address range

to be routed through the adversary’s AS. An adversary can thus target the networks

of popular Tor guard and exit relays to increase its view of the Tor network, and

consequently improve its ability to perform traffic correlation attacks.

In Chapter 6, we measure the longest prefix hijacking attack’s effectiveness against

the live Tor network. We also show that Tor is vulnerable to another similar class of

control-plane attacks; these attacks may be especially attractive to an adversary since

they may be more difficult to detect than longest prefix attacks. Finally, while Sun

et al.’s work focuses on studying the effects of network dynamics and control-plane

attacks against Tor, we introduce and evaluate low-cost defenses against control-plane

attacks that can be deployed by Tor clients without requiring access to the Internet’s

routing infrastructure (Chapter 7).

2.4 BGP defenses and attack detection

e lack of authentication checks in BGP is widely known and is the subject of

numerous proposed security enhancements. e problem of detecting BGP misbe-

havior is sometimes phrased as a machine learning problem, using BGP updates as

inputs to a classifier. For example, Yu et al. [91] propose a cooperative distributed

system comprised of ASes to detect anomalous BGP announcements. Similarly,
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Z. Zhang et al. [94] introduce a distributed detection system that detects and purges

bogus route announcements, and J. Zhang et al. [93] apply wavelets to filter out fal-

sified BGP messages. ese approaches require the active participation of ASes, and

are aimed at protecting ASes from interpreting incorrect announcements. In con-

trast, this thesis assumes the current status quo (i.e., the existence of vulnerabilities

in the Internet’s control-plane) and proposes methods that allow end users to avoid

the effects of control-plane manipulations.

ere is also existing work that examines this problem of detecting routing misbehav-

ior from only the data-plane. Secure traceroute provides authenticated traceroutes,

but requires that routers participate in a PKI [52]. e Internet has no such PKI; if

one were made available, more comprehensive routing solutions such as S-BGP [39],

BGPSec [41], soBGP [86], or psBGP [83] could be employed. Stealth probing [4]

allows participating end-hosts to detect routing disruptions by embedding probes in

IPsec tunnels. However, stealth probes can only detect packet loss and tampering,

not malicious re-routing. Such guarantees are already offered in our setting through

Tor’s inter-relay TLS connections.

Most similar to our work is the distributed, real-time BGP IP hijacking defense pro-

posed by Zheng et al. [95]. As with our approach, they also use the subpath property

(see §7.1.1) to detect control-plane attacks and use traceroute to infer AS-level paths

between nodes. However, Zheng et al. assume a fairly naïve adversary that does not

attempt to interfere with traceroutes. Such attacks are fairly trivial to mount, since

traceroutes are easily identifiable (e.g., by protocol or port, or low TTL) [52] and,

once the adversary receives a traceroute, she can forge any downstream path by in-

jecting false ICMP TTL-exceeded messages. In this thesis, we also use traceroutes,

but consider a knowledgeable adversary that may tamper with measurement probes

and inject false responses.
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3
System and reat Model

3.1 System Model

In this thesis, we have designed defenses to detect attacks against BGP. ey have

been designed for general anonymity networks and leak no additional information

about the sender or destination We note that our defenses extend to networks that

are not privacy sensitive.

e following are some simple requirements that the system which we wish to defend

has to satisfy for our techniques to be applicable:

1. nodes in the network, e.g., the targets being defended and the helper nodes,

are able to probe the network and authenticate themselves

2. the results can be published, delivered, and authenticated, to the users of the

network
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Ideally, the helper nodes, which we call Control-Plane Authorities or CPAs, are in

geographically/topologically diverse locations to improve detection rates.

In the context of anonymity networks, our goal is to prevent de-anonymization at-

tacks, and not just BGP attacks. However, as mentioned in Chapter 1, some ar-

chitectures are not vulnerable to correlation/confirmation attacks, which enable de-

anonymization. Additionally, some newly proposed architectures, while vulnerable

to correlation/confirmation attacks, are not vulnerable to BGP attacks. erefore,

some other characteristics of the system for our defense to be applicable are:

3. does not provide information theoretic anonymity

4. little use of padding, noise packets or delays; as is suitable for low latency com-

munication and low bandwidth overhead

5. an overlay architecture, running on top of the Internet as it currently exists

– many of the newer proposals require an overhaul of the Internet to provide

anonymity from each Internet relay.

Requirements 3 and 4 exclude systems which have been designed such that they

resist correlation attacks, usually with higher bandwidth or computational cost. e

final requirement excludes systems which fundamentally change the way the Internet

performs routing.

3.2 Threat Model

We consider a few different types of adversaries. eir common goal is to maximize

their view of (1) Tor ingress, client to guard traffic, and (2) egress, exit to destination

traffic, in order to perform traffic correlation. For our results, we do not consider the

difficulty or effort require to perform the actual traffic correlation and conservatively
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assume that for any particular stream of traffic, if the adversary is able to observe both

its ingress and egress sections, then that stream has been compromised.

e adversaries that we focus on are network-level adversaries who operate an au-

tonomous systems (ASes). ese adversaries do not participate in the anonymity

network but monitor the traffic which go through them, including the traffic des-

tined for, or coming from the nodes in the anonymity network.

In Chapter 5, we describe and study a network-level adversary who is passive with

respect to the network layer, i.e., does not make attacks against BGP. Experimentally,

this is done by selecting an AS (or group of ASes) and designating it as adversarial.

We can then find out what fraction of anonymity traffic it observes by simulating an

anonymity network on the Internet model (see Chapter 4). We show that different

strategies for choosing entry/exit nodes (called relay selection strategies in Tor) yield

different levels of compromise against these adversaries

In Chapter 6, we describe and study a network-level adversary that performs different

types of attacks against the network layer. To achieve its main goal of observing

anonymous traffic, it attempts to insert itself into the Internet paths between clients

and targeted ingress nodes (and between targeted egress nodes and destinations). To

avoid the trivial case, we assume that the adversary’s initial position does not allow it

to observe the client’s traffic. To achieve this goal, the adversary manipulates routes

on the Internet by announcing false BGP messages.

We concentrate on an adversary who targets specific relays (e.g., those that have the

greatest Tor consensus weight and are therefore most likely to be chosen by clients)

rather than targeting a specific client or sets of clients. is adversary’s aim is to de-

anonymize clients en masse—targeting particular clients a priori assumes that the

adversary already knows their network locations.
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We assume that the adversary wants to limit its exposure and stay undetected. We

do not limit its ability to announce routes to Tor relays. However, we do assume

that the adversary wants to minimize collateral damage caused by its false routing

advertisements, and is therefore unwilling to send an unlimited number of BGP

messages that adversely affect regions of the Internet that do not host Tor relays.

is latter point is relevant, since our defenses are based on observing the effects of

the adversary on a large number of ASes (centered around its target), many of which

are only used for Internet routing and do not host the targeted Tor relay.

Another adversary one might consider at the network level is one which controls one

or more Internet Exchange Points (IXPs), which are places on the Internet where

ASes exchange traffic with each other. e passive form of this adversary is studied

in [36], as such we do not replicate their results here. In some conditions, the IXP

adversary may be more powerful than any one of the ASes which peer at it since it

potentially observes traffic as they cross between multiple ASes.

We note that the active form of the IXP adversary is unlikely to gain more advan-

tage from BGP attacks than any of the ASes which peer at it. First, consider that its

pre-attack view of the anonymity network is potentially higher than any one AS. Let

the adversary conduct an attack on some prefix. e adversary must forge a BGP

announcement such that it routes through a pair of ASes which peer at an IXP it

controls. is is a not an easier forgery: the requirement that some pair of ASes

must show up in the announcement increases the length of the path, which may be

detrimental to the effectiveness of the attack. Furthermore, there exists at least two

ASes which can perform that attack, specifically, the ASes which the IXP adversary

chose to use in its BGP announcement. e adversary may have additional advan-

tage when it performs attacks that use different AS pairs, which an AS adversary will
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not have access to, but we believe that this is a minor advantage that is outweighed

by its disadvantages.
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4
Network Model

e effects of BGP manipulation are heavily dependent on the topology of the

Internet and the relationships between its ASes. To evaluate an adversary’s abil-

ity to manipulate the Internet’s control-plane to its advantage (e.g., to perform de-

anonymization) and our ability to defend anonymity network users from such at-

tacks (see Chapter 7), we require accurate models of the Internet’s structure and

routing behavior. We choose to model Tor for the anonymity network.

4.1 Modeling the Tor network

We construct a topological model of the Internet using traceroute data from

CAIDA’s Macroscopic Topology Project [7]. CAIDA maintains a set of monitors,

distributed across the Internet. ese monitors periodically perform traceroutes to

the Internet’s /24 networks. Each traceroute in the dataset thus provides the path of

routers between a monitor and a random destination, from the time at which the
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traceroute occurred. Intuitively, for every pair of successive entries in a traceroute,

there is an edge between them with weight equal to the difference between the

latencies given in the traceroute. We then create a map of the Internet by stitch-

ing together the paths between the IP addresses found in the traceroutes. e full

process is detailed below.

4.1.1 PoP level Map

We construct our model of the Tor network at the granularity of a point-of-presence

(POP), where a PoP corresponds to an access point to the Internet or logical cluster

of Internet nodes. is graph allows to extract paths and the latencies between any

two points represented in the graph.

Latency normalization. Traceroutes may contain “negative” latency hops: given a

path with hops a → b → c, the latency to b could be greater than the latency

to c. We normalize these by setting the time to b as the average of the time to

a and c.

PoP grouping. After performing latency normalization, we group IP addresses into

PoPs using the following nearness heuristic: IP addresses which are in the same

/24 prefix, belong to the same AS and are also within 2.5ms of each other

are assigned to the same PoP. is PoP based construction preserves AS paths

and retains meaningful inter-PoP latencies while reducing the size of the graph

considerably. Two PoPs may have multiple potential edges between them, e.g.,

multiple traceroutes crossing the same link, or the case where there are links

(a, c) and (b, c) for IP addresses a, b, c and a and b are joined into one PoP. We

set the latency between the 2 PoPs as the median latency over all potential edges

between them.
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Tor relays attachment. Using the Tor consensus document1 from the same time

period as the traceroutes, we attach Tor relays to the graph if they fall in the

same /24 prefix as a PoP in the graph. We call these PoPs “points of interest”

(PoI). We explain the usage of PoIs below.

Attachment of clients and destinations. Using the most popular Tor clients and

destination ASes, which we take from existing research [22, 38] , we attach

corresponding nodes to PoPs for these entities and mark these PoPs as PoIs as

above.

Graph pruning and compaction. To reduce the size of the graph, we prune unim-

portant nodes (and edges). We compute Shortest-Paths from/to all PoIs (i.e.,

clients, destinations and relays) and retain only the nodes and edges that ap-

pear on the shortest paths. Conceptually, this retains only the parts of the

Internet which participate or are used by the Tor network. We then repeatedly

remove all two degree nodes and for each removed node, add an edge between

its previous neighbors with weight equal to the sum of the removed edges.

Since the traceroutes did not cover enough of the IP space, we were unable to model

the entire Tor network. However, our PoP level graph contains 1524 Tor relays

which handle 71.3% of all traffic on the live network. We further scale down this

graph in order to make our emulation experiments feasible. We select 50 relays such

that the bandwidth distribution and relay type (guard, exit, etc) of the scaled down

map matches, as closely as possible, the 1524 relay map. We use the larger map to

simulate circuit building (§5.2.3) to study compromise by AS level adversaries. e

50 relay map is used for emulation of the Tor network where we run actual clients

and Tor nodes to approximate the performance of the Tor network (see §5.2.4).
1A consensus document is a list of Tor relays along with their network addresses and fingerprints

of their public keys, signed by Tor’s directory authorities.
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4.1.2 AS Level Map

We also construct another graph at the granularity of ASes where each vertex rep-

resents an AS and an edge denotes the existence of an AS link as observed from

CAIDA’s traceroute data. We use MaxMind’s GeoIP database2 3 to resolve the IP

addresses in the traceroutes to their networks’ AS numbers.

Unlike the PoP based map, this map is not used for emulation as it does not preserve

end to end latencies, but is used mainly to examine AS level paths and how they are

affected by prefix hijacking. We use maps of this form to analyze active attacks in

Chapter 6.

Since the graph nodes that are part of a route between PoIs may change due to

prefix hijacking, we perform a different form of pruning than the Graph pruning

and compaction step above. We remove nodes which are unable to carry Tor traffic

under normal circumstances, e.g., leaf ASes (only connected to one other AS) that

do not have attached clients/relays/destinations, or are disconnected from the main

body of the graph. Most of the ASes that we intentionally exclude in this way would

also be unable to perform the prefix interception attacks. e leaf ASes could hijack

routes but would cause a “black hole” as they would be unable to then forward the

traffic to the target AS.

4.2 Tor, Client and destination configurations

For our emulation experiments, we have to specify more configuration details of the

various active nodes.
2https://dev.maxmind.com/geoip/geoip2/geolite2/
3We compared this to the AS map provided by CAIDA[60], which extracts this from Route Views

data and found approximately 1% disagreement over all observed IPs that constituted our map.
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Tor bandwidth and rate limits Tor nodes can be configured with rate limits

and use a token bucket rate-limiting mechanism. We sample these values, Band-

widthRate and BandwidthBurst, from the routers’ descriptors in the Tor descriptors

document. Tor routers self publish additional information about themselves in

the descriptors document that the consensus document do not contain. For actual

bandwidth capacity, we configure each router with the observed bandwidth found

in the live descriptor. is is estimated by Bandwidth Authorities in the live Tor

network. e emulated Tor directories use these observed bandwidth values to

compute bandwidth weights for router selection in the experiments.

Client and server configurations Clients and servers are configured with unlim-

ited bandwidth to prevent them from being bottlenecks. Except for bandwidth-

limited clients, most of Tor’s bandwidth limitations come from the Tor network

itself. e latency of the final link for these entities is set to the median latency of

the PoP that they are attached to, or 10ms if not available.

We run a single tor client for each client PoI in the graph. e clients as a whole

use different configuration options that depend on the relay selection strategy we are

evaluating. Some common configuration options that we apply for all experiments

follow: We disable the use of guard nodes as entry nodes since the scaled down model

contains very few guards, causing unrealistic amount of congestion, since all circuits

would form with a small set of nodes as the first hop. We do still use guard nodes

as the entry nodes for the simulations, which are performed on the larger graph.

e MaxCircuitDirtiness and LearnCircuitBuildTimeout parameters to increase the

frequency of requesting new circuits and to prevent historical data from being used

to choose these circuits.
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Network/Model Live Tor network 1524-relay model 50-relay model
Relays 2642 1524 50

Non-Exit Guards 579 [22%, 40%] 389 [26%, 43%] 13 [26%, 64%]
Exit Guards 239 [9%, 31%] 154 [10%, 31%] 4 [8%, 17%]

Middle 1208 [46%, 18%] 650 [43%, 18%] 22 [44%, 15%]
Non-Guard Exits 616 [23%, 10%] 332 [22%, 9%] 11 [22%, 4%]

Table 4.1: Distribution of relays in the live Tor network and our 1524- and 50-relay
models, by count. e percentage of the network by count and the percentage of
the network by bandwidth are respectively indicated in brackets.

Destination nodes are implemented as a single server listening at each destination

PoI.

4.3 Routing

To infer routes, we make use of a shortest AS path heuristic in which we assume that

the chosen route for IP packets between any two points on the graph is the path with

the shortest number of AS hops. Prior work has shown that the Internet generally

routes packets according to the shortest AS path [28]; other work [82] demonstrates

that applying a shortest path heuristic over CAIDA’s traceroute dataset produces

routes that obey the Internet’s “valley-free” property [29] (i.e., packets do not flow

from a provider AS to a customer AS and then back).

4.4 Verifying Our Topology

We verify that our network maps share important characteristics with the live Tor

network.
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Figure 4.1: CDF of bandwidths as reported by the actual Tor network, and our
1524- and 50-relay models.

4.4.1 Relay Types

Tor biases relay selection partly by relay type, e.g., guard, exit, etc. Our models

should reflect the same proportion of relay types as the live Tor network since relay

selection affects both network performance and anonymity properties. Table 4.1

shows that, numerically, our maps share the same distribution of relay types as the

Tor network. Our models also approximate the bandwidths of each of those sets in

the 1524-relay model, but there is a shift in bandwidth from exit-guards to non-exit

guards in our scaled down 50-relay model.
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4.4.2 Bandwidth Distributions

Figure 4.1 shows the cumulative distributions of bandwidth capacities for relays

in the Tor network and for our 1524 relay and 50 relay models. e two sample

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (a statistical measure for comparing the similarity between

two empirical distributions) gives us a K-S statistic of 0.050 between the live Tor net-

work and the 1524 relay model, and a K-S statistic of 0.065 for the live Tor network

and the 50 relay model. is is a strong indication that our bandwidth distributions

are close to that of the live Tor network.

4.4.3 AS distribution

As mentioned previously, we are considering an AS level adversary and as such would

like fidelity in terms of AS distribution in our network models. We show a histogram

of AS membership for relays in the live Tor network and the 1524 relay model in

Figure 4.2. For simplicity, we sort the ASes by the number of relay they contain from

the live Tor network, and replace their numbers with an index. e K-S statistic for

the distributions shown in the graph is 0.046. e K-S statistic for the 50 relay model

is higher, or worse, at 0.153. However, our anonymity results are based entirely on

the larger models that do match up with the Tor network.

4.4.4 Geographic Diversity

Figures 4.3 (a)-(c) shows the geographic distribution of Tor relays for the Tor net-

work and for the different models that we study. We use the GeoIP [46] service to

map the IP addresses of the relays to geographic locations. Our 1524 relay model

maintains similar geographic characteristics and diversity as that of the Tor network.
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Figure 4.2: Histogram of relays’ AS membership for the live Tor network and our
1524-relay model.

Unfortunately, our 50 relay model loses fidelity due to down-sampling but still cov-

ers sixteen countries.

4.4.5 Path Inference

In addition to valley-freeness of inferred paths, we verify the accuracy of path lengths

generated via shortest paths (which returns reasonable candidate paths if not exact

path lengths). We obtained traceroutes using RIPE Atlas probes [59] between the

most popular client ASes and the highest bandwidth guard ASes (and vice versa).

Comparing these traceroutes to the routes inferred in our map (using shortest path
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routing) shows that 75% of inferred paths are at least as long as the actual path. We

consider inferred paths, that are longer than the actual paths, as a lack of source data

during map generation since they occur due to unknown AS links (that appear in

the actual traceroutes).

at 25% of inferred paths are shorter than the actual paths implies that either

the graph has improper links, or shortest paths is not sufficient (or both). Further

examination of the data showed that more than 95% of paths were no more than

one AS longer than that would be predicted by shortest path routing. Additional

implications of our shortest path assumption are described in §6.2.2.
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(c) 50-relay topology

Figure 4.3: Geographic distribution of different networks
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5
e Passive Network Attacker

In this chapter we consider the AS adversary which performs correlation attacks using

the network traffic it observes, but does not perform attacks against the network

layer. We first cover the modeling details for our emulation experiments. en we

examine how vulnerable the Tor network is to this adversary under different relay

selection strategies.

Since the adversary is passive with respect to how much network traffic it is able

to observe, its advantage is sensitive to the way in which the anonymity network

operates, specifically how the entry and exit relays are chosen. As such, in our eval-

uation of the different relay selection strategies, we focus on the performance of the

strategies, since poorly performing strategies with high security are unlikely to be

implemented or chosen for the network.
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5.1 Additional Modeling Details

5.1.1 Client Configuration

We model two types of Tor clients - interactive/web clients repeat a fetch-sleep cycle

where they download content for 5 minutes and sleep for 1 minute. Clients request

files (e.g., web pages) between 100KB and 500KB in size, which is an approximation

of the average web page size (320KB) according to Google [55]. We simulate clients

having up to 11 seconds delay between fetches, as though they were pausing between

clicking links on webpages.

We also model bulk clients which download continuously, requesting files between

1MB and 5MB in size. ese clients approximate the behavior of file sharers on

the Tor network. We configure 3% of the clients as bulk, and the rest interactive to

match existing studies of client behavior on Tor [47].

To test the latency of Tor connections, each client runs a low-bandwidth “echo” that

sends a single Tor cell once a second through Tor.

e destination nodes in our model are the targets of the anonymous communica-

tion which serve the requests sent by the clients. ey serve HTTP requests and

respond to the “echo” messages.

5.1.2 Client Behavior

By design, capturing the behavior of Tor’s users is difficult. Existing studies [22,

24, 38, 47] of Tor client behavior, i.e., placement distribution of clients and their

destinations, come from sampled data from specially instrumented Tor guard and

exit relays. Some of these studies are dated but were the best available data at the

time of the experimentation.
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One of the simplifications we make here is that clients select their destinations from

the distribution of destination ASes at random, i.e., a client from some AS is not

more or less likely to access a site in one of the destination ASes than a client from any

other AS. is is almost certainly not true in the real world. For example, most clients

from a country that predominantly uses English are unlikely to access non-English

websites. While the effect of our assumption is difficult to gauge, we note that we are

likely underestimating the compromisability of the system with our simplification: if

a client and its destination are in similar geographic locations, it is much more likely

for the entry and exit portions of the path to traverse the same AS. is problem is

exxagerated further with a country level adversary (which we do not consider). Since

Tor is an anonymity network, a data collection of destination AS distributions per

client AS is unlikely to ever be created and as such, more accurate results that do

away with this simplification may not be possible.

5.1.3 Scaled-down Emulation

For realistic emulation of the Tor network, we use ExperimenTor [5] which uses

unmodified Tor binaries on a virtual network topology. Being limited by CPU and

bandwidth capabilities, we are unable to emulate the hundreds of thousands of Tor

users and instead capture the level of congestion in Tor. To do so, we scale the

number of clients and their behavior with the number of relays we can emulate.

To match Tor’s congestion level, we compare the throughput and time-to-first-byte

experienced in our emulation to performance data of the actual Tor network from

March 2012 [81]. Figure 5.1 shows 100 active clients, where three are bulk clients,

with emulated throughput that matches that of Tor. Our time-to-first-byte is 32%

faster at the third quartile but only 6% faster at the median, and 5% slower in the

first quartile.
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Figure 5.1: Cumulative distribution of throughput and time-to-first-byte of paths in
emulation. roughput (left) and time-to-first-byte (right) of paths in our emulated
environment with 75, 100, and 125 clients. e yellow highlighted boxes depict
the interquartile ranges of performance of the live Tor network, as reported by the
Tor Metrics Portal. To match the live network, the performance curve should inter-
sect the lower-left and upper-right corners of the highlighted region, and intersect
the dashed vertical line (the median of the live Tor network) when the cumulative
fraction is 0.5.

We also evaluate relay selection strategies under less and more severe congestion,

i.e., 25 and 175 clients, to evaluate the performance of the algorithms at different

conditions of the Tor network.

5.2 Relay Selection

We consider the following algorithms:

Tor Tor’s current relay selection algorithm weighs relays proportionally to their

bandwidth [19, 20]. Murdoch and Watson found that this strategy offers

good load balancing properties and reasonable anonymity [50]. In practice,
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Tor uses a slightly more complex weighing strategy that emphasizes stable long-

standing routers over unstable or new relays. Additionally, Tor biases against

selecting guard relays for non entry nodes, and exit relays for non egress nodes.

Snader/Borisov Snader and Borisov [68] propose a refinement to Tor that allows

the client to change the degree to which selection is biased in favor of band-

width. ey use a family of functions

fs(x) =


1−2sx

1−2s
if s ̸= 0

x if s = 0

where the parameter s trades off between anonymity and performance (uni-

form selection vs heavily bandwidth weighted). For the rest of this chapter, we

denote the Snader-Borisov strategy with some s as SB − s.

Unweighted For comparison, we consider an Unweighted Tor selection strategy

where relays are selected uniformly at random without replacement from all

available Tor relays. Clients using Unweighted Tor are still constrained by Tor’s

restrictions, such as exiting at relays with accepting exit policies.

Coordinate Sherr et al. [66, 67] propose latency-aware link-based relay selection

strategies. In their approach, relays are embedded in a virtual coordinated

system [16]. Clients and destinations are not part of the coordinate system

to avoid potential anonymity attacks. e euclidean distance between two

relays, in the virtual coordinates, indicates the latency between them. A client

can estimate the latency of a circuit by taking the sum of the virtual distances

between the relays of the circuit, before the circuit is instantiated.
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We implement two variants, the Coordinates strategy and a hybrid

Tor+Coordinates strategy. In Coordinates, clients select, without instantiat-

ing, k candidate circuits using the Unweighted Tor strategy. e client then

computes the expected latency of each of these candidates and selects the path

with the lowest estimated latency.

In the hybrid Tor+Coordinates strategy, the clients select k candidate paths us-

ing Tor’s default bandwidth-weighted relay selection strategy and selects the

path with the lowest computed latency.

LASTor LASTor [2] selects relays such that (1) the probability that an AS appears

on both sides of the anonymous circuit is low and (2) path latencies are reduced

by selecting paths with lower latency (estimated via geographic distance). e

great circle distance, i.e., the distance measured using a spherical representation

of the Earth, of all paths between a client and destination are calculated and the

shortest path is selected. For tractability, relays are clustered into gridsquares,

using their longitude and latitude from a GeoIP service. LASTor uses iPlane

datasets [44, 45] to avoid selecting paths where both ends share an AS.

5.2.1 Integrating Selection Algorithms into Tor

We implement the above algorithms into Tor version 0.2.3.0-alpha. Besides LASTor,

each selection algorithm uses the relays provided by Tor in the selection function.

For the Coordinates and Tor+Coordinates algorithms, we implement Tor cell types

which support ping messages between Tor nodes to obtain the information necessary

for the virtual coordinate embedding. Nodes select targets to ping uniformly at

random from the list of relays, once every three seconds. e initiating relay uses

the minimum observed latency between itself and its target to update its own virtual
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coordinates. We modify Tor to include this coordinate information in the relay

descriptors and consensus documents. is allows clients to estimate the latencies

of potential circuits.

Our implementation of LASTor uses the Python TorCtl controller interface to select

and instantiate paths according to the specifications outlined by Akhoondi et al. [2].

For our emulation, we designate the latitude and longitude of the 50 relays based

on their real-world locations, using the GeoIP city database. We do not implement

the AS avoidance features of LASTor as it relies on iPlane Nano data [44] for BGP

routing policies which may not map accurately to the routing of our network model.

Akhoondi et al. [2] showed that AS avoidance increases the latency of selected paths;

as such, our LASTor emulation results are expected to be better than a real world

implementation.

5.2.2 Metrics

We consider the following performance metrics: throughput; time-to-first-byte

(TTFB) (the time required for clients to fetch the first byte of a document); and

average ping time (P-RTT) (the median round-trip-time of sixty 100-byte pings).

For the anonymity metrics:

1. e fraction of instantiated paths where at least one AS appears on both sides

of the path (as proposed by Edman and Syverson [22]).

2. e Shannon entropy over the distribution of relays in the entry/exit positions

over all instantiated paths [18, 64].

3. e Gini coefficient - a measure of frequency inequality of a distribution, relay

selection probabilities in our case, that is used frequently in economics. A Gini

coefficient of 0 represents uniform selection probability and a value of 1 implies
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a single relay being selected always. e maximum possible in our setting is

0.98 since a single path has distinct relays for each hop.

We compute the Shannon entropy and Gini coefficient over only the first and last

relays for a given path. Since an adversary only needs to control the entry and exit

relays to break anonymity via traffic correlation, the middle relay (of a given 3 hop

path) is not as crucial to an adversary that already controls the ends. We desire relay

selection strategies that have high entropy and low Gini coefficients, spreading out

Tor’s traffic over as many relays as possible.

5.2.3 Anonymity Results From Simulation

We use a simulator, based on actual Tor code (version 0.2.2.33), that picks paths as

Tor would but does not implement the networking portions, such as actual instantia-

tion of paths, transmission of data or dealing with congestion. ese network effects

are emulated and the performance of the relay selection algorithms are evaluated in

§5.2.4. Without considering network effects, Tor+Coordinates and Coordinates can-

not be evaluated in this way and as such, we do not consider them in this analysis.

We modify Tor’s relay selection to support multiple SB and the LASTor algorithms.

For each algorithm, we generate 5,000,000 Tor paths. For each path, we consider it

having been chosen by each combination of client and destination from the client

and destination distributions from Edman and Syverson [22]. We then check for

each path, whether the same AS appears between the client and guard, and between

the exit and destination and weigh it by its occurrence from the Edman and Syverson

distribution. is gives us the fraction of vulnerable paths.

Table 5.1 shows the percentage of vulnerable paths, Gini coefficients and entropy

over the distribution of selected relays for the relay selection strategies that we con-

sider. e Unweighted Tor strategy gives the smallest percentage of vulnerable paths.
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Relay selection strategy % vulnerable paths Gini coef. Entropy
Unweighted Tor 24.34 0.530 9.65

Tor 27.39 0.891 7.68
SB-3 24.66 0.662 9.32
SB-6 24.99 0.776 8.53
SB-9 26.01 0.841 7.58
SB-12 26.84 0.878 6.68
SB-15 27.42 0.900 5.95
LASTor 24.94 0.644 9.38

Table 5.1: Percentage of vulnerable paths, Shannon entropy and Gini coefficient for
various relay selection strategies from simulation of the 1524-relay model.

Given the geographic diversity of Tor relays, this result is not unexpected. For the

Snader-Borisov algorithm, increasing s, which biases towards better performance,

increases the percentage of vulnerable paths, as the distribution of selected relays be-

comes less uniform. is is captured in the both entropy and Gini coefficient of the

resulting distributions.

In all cases, the relay selection strategy did not have a significant impact on the

percentage of vulnerable paths. However, we note that a small number of ASes are

the compromising AS for one quarter of the vulnerable paths. is is slightly higher

than that reported by Edman and Syverson [22] who showed approximately 10%

using Tor’s default relay selection algorithm. e potential increase in vulnerability

may be due to topological changes on the Internet since they performed their study

in 2009. Additionally, we note that while our model is based on traceroute data,

Edman and Syverson infer AS paths using a different algorithm, specifically Qui’s

inference algorithm [54] on Route Views [1] data. In Figure 5.2, we show the ASes

that occurred most commonly on both sides of a path for each selection strategy,

and the probabilities of these occurrences.
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5.2.4 Performance Results from Network Emulation

As mentioned in §5.1.3, we emulate networks with 25, 100, and 175 clients, in-

ducing different levels of congestion. We call these networks “low”, “medium”, and

“high” congestion respectively.

Homogeneous networks We consider first the case where all clients adopt identical

relay selection strategies. Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 shows the cumulative distribution

measured client throughput, time-to-first-byte, and P-RTT for a network at medium
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levels of congestion respectively. For readability, we list the labels in the figures’ keys

in the order of the corresponding curves’ medians but maintain the line types of each

curve between the figures.

ere is a distinct difference in performance between the selection strategies that use

bandwidth in their choice of relays and those that do not. Tor+Coordinates shows a

median throughput of 85KBps, higher than the other strategies, and Tor at 81KBps

is only 4.7% worse. Selection strategies that do not account for bandwidth per-

form poorly: Unweighted Tor with a median of 22KBps and LASTor with a median

throughput of 24KBps.

e latency results show a similar trend. Tor+Coordinates performs the best with a

median time-to-first-byte of 1.405 seconds, 2.7% better than Tor, and 5.3% better

than SB-9. While LASTor has a poor time-to-first-byte, it performs reasonably in

P-RTT: a median P-RTT of 1.41 seconds that is 12% worse than SB-9 and better

than that of Unweighted Tor, Coordinates and SB-3. We believe that the difference is

due to a factor which affects LASTor in particular; time-to-first-byte includes TCP

connect time but P-RTT does not begin measuring until a connection is established.

Since LASTor optimizes latency across the entire path from client to destination, the

destination must be known before a Tor circuit is created specifically for it. time-to-

first-byte includes the time required for LASTor to select an approximate path each

time one is required. In contrast, Tor normally maintains a set of established circuits

and routes new traffic over one of them.
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Figure 5.4: Cumulative distribution of time-to-first-byte measured at medium con-
gestion for various relay selection policies.

In Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8, we show the same performance results for networks of

high congestion. In the network with high congestion, throughput and time-to-

first-byte are lower across the board. Tor, SB-9 and Tor+Coordinates are similar, with

median throughput of 46KBps, 47KBps, and 44KBps. Suprisingly, Coordinates is

also comparable at a median throughput of 43KBps. e other strategies have a

median throughput of less than 33KBps.

Tor+Coordinates has the best time-to-first-byte of 1.8 seconds. Similarly, LASTor has

the best P-RTT, but not throughput of time-to-first-byte, of 1.31 seconds at the

median at high congestion.
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Figure 5.5: Cumulative distribution of P-RTT average ping time measured at
medium congestion for various relay selection policies.

In the low congestion setting, shown in Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11, throughput is

much higher, and time-to-first-byte lower. Bandwidth weighting is still an important

factor in path selection for these performance metrics. Of the strategies which weigh

bandwidth heavily, SB-9 has the best throughput and is 45% better than Tor. At this

level of congestion, Tor+Coordinates also improves over Tor by 22%. Matching the

results for medium and high congestion, selection strategies that do not consider

bandwidth perform relatively poorly.

SB-9 and Tor+Coordinates have the lowest time-to-first-byte, with medians at under

one second, 14% and 17% better than default Tor respectively.
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Figure 5.6: Cumulative distribution of throughput measured at high congestion for
various relay selection policies.

Under low congestion, Unweighted Tor and LASTor still do not appear to be effective

at selecting well performing paths through Tor, and show the worst throughput and

time-to-first-byte. As with the other congestion levels, LASTor has one of the lowest

P-RTT.
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Figure 5.10: Cumulative distribution of time-to-first-byte measured at low conges-
tion for various relay selection policies.

Heterogeneous Networks We study the performance of the Tor network when

different relay selection strategies coexist. is scenario occurs in incremental de-

ployments and also models application-tunable anonymity [67] where clients choose

a relay selection policy that meets the applications’ communication requirements.

For this evaluation, we set 20% of clients use one of the new selection methods, while

the rest use Tor. We show the median, 10th-, and 90th-percentiles of throughput,

time-to-first-byte, and P-RTT for the heterogeneous network under medium con-

gestion in Table 5.2. We also show (1) the performance of the clients that use Tor,

and (2) the percentage improvement of the new strategy over Tor (in red). SB-9 and
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Figure 5.11: Cumulative distribution of P-RTT (average ping time) measured at low
congestion for various relay selection policies.

Tor+Coordinates show 11% increased in throughput and 12.5% lower time-to-first-

byte. e other selection strategies perform worse than theirTor using counterparts.

ese results indicate that in a heterogeneous network, selection strategies that do

not consider bandwidth in their selection perform poorly relative to the majority (of

Tor using clients). Small numbers of clients using the new relay selection strategy

must choose one which considers bandwidths to get reasonable performance.
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throughput (KBps) time-to-first-byte (seconds) P-RTT (milliseconds)

SB-9
SB-9 83.96 [30.19, 191.05] 11.0% 1.27 [0.83, 3.70] 12.4% 894 [401, 4152] 9.7%

Default Tor 75.7 [29.77, 176.05] 1.45 [0.88, 3.95] 981 [427, 4423]

SB-3
SB-3 46.66 [16.02, 133.93] -36.4% 1.80 [0.87, 5.38] -33.3% 1728 [436, 7821] -55.7%

Default Tor 73.34 [24.75, 177.20] 1.35 [0.86, 4.06] 1110 [422, 6063]

Unweighted Tor
Unweighted Tor 29.21 [11.69, 75.43] -66.1% 2.80 [0.95, 7.13] -101.4% 2963 [536, 10235] -235.8%

Default Tor 86.13 [27.69, 197.43] 1.39 [0.89, 3.88] 885 [441, 4730]

Tor+Coordinates
Tor+Coordinates 83.92 [32.84, 188.63] 10.6% 1.32 [0.87, 4.06] 12.6% 797 [396, 3655] 17.4%

Default Tor 75.81 [29.80, 173.31] 1.51 [0.91, 3.84] 965 [436, 3973]

Coordinates
Coordinates 61.53 [19.34, 148.37] -28.6% 1.41 [0.85, 5.99] -2.9% 1723 [422, 8051] -88.7%

Default Tor 86.15 [31.68, 191.12] 1.37 [0.89, 3.62] 913 [437, 4365]

LASTor
LASTor 28.26 [8.11, 56.38] -70.0% 6.78 [2.36, 63.91] -425.6% 1409 [435, 6440] -82.3%

Default Tor 94.43 [35.20, 205.96] 1.29 [0.86, 3.03] 773 [418, 3840]
Homogeneous Tor Tor 81.17 [31.51, 180.55] 1.44 [0.90, 3.64] 901 [447, 4009]

Table 5.2: Performance metrics for various relay selection strategies applied heterogeneously under medium congestion.
Results given at “median [10th percentile, 90th percentile]”. Also shown in red is the percentage improvement relative to
default Tor at the median for each strategy and metric. Note that improvement means higher numbers for throughput,
and lower numbers for time-to-first-byte and P-RTT.
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Relay selection strategy Gini coef. Entropy
SB-9 0.79 3.63

Tor+Coordinates 0.77 3.87
Tor 0.71 4.21
SB-3 0.63 4.57

Coordinates 0.56 4.76
Unweighted Tor 0.53 4.80

LASTor 0.50 5.00

Table 5.3: Gini coefficient and entropy for various relay selection strategies, under
emulation.

5.2.5 Anonymity Results from Network Emulation

e entropy and Gini coefficients for the different relay selection strategies in the

network with medium congestion are shown in Table 5.3. Tor+Coordinates, SB-9,

and Tor have the highest Gini coefficients and the lowest entropy. is indicates

that the sets of relays used by these strategies are smaller/less diverse than those of

Unweighted Tor, SB-3, and Coordinates. Combined with the earlier results, there is

a strong correlation between performance and a more selective relay selection strat-

egy. is confirms that there is a performance-anonymity tradeoff in these forms of

anonymity systems.

Comparing Tables 5.1 and 5.3, we find the our emulation results mostly agree with

simulation. LASTor is the main exception, which has greater entropy, and a lower

Gini coefficient than Unweighted Tor.

5.2.6 Summary

Our anonymity results indicate that the percentage of vulnerable paths is not highly

dependent on selection strategy and potentially much more dependent on the state

of the Internet and client/destination distribution. In the next section, we only
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consider the standard Tor selection algorithm when selecting guard relays and do

not expect the other selection algorithms to heavily affect the results.

Our results in Figure 5.2 also indicate that a small number of ASes, generally found

in the core of the Internet, contribute significantly to the compromisable paths. is

finding highlights that there may be fundamental limits on anonymity using Tor-like

overlays since these ASes see most of the Internet’s traffic.
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6
e Active Network Attacker

In this chapter, we study how attacks against the network layer, specifically prefix

hijacking attacks, may improve the adversary’s ability to compromise anonymity

networks. We first consider the longest prefix attack, and follow it with the shortest

AS path attack.

6.1 Longest Prefix Adversary

Internet routing obeys the longest prefix match: if a router has multiple entries cov-

ering the same prefix, then it will choose the entry that has the longest (i.e., most

specific) matching prefix. is policy leads to a conceptually simple attack: if (i) the

AS-level adversary announces a prefix for a target IP space, (ii) the space is not cov-

ered by any other more specific announcement, and (iii) this announcement prop-

agates, then Internet routers will choose the path with the longest-prefix (i.e., the
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one containing the adversary) and the adversary can intercept traffic destined for its

targeted IP space.

In the context of Tor, the adversary can target a guard relay by examining the route

announcements that cover that relay’s IP address and announce a false route with

a longer prefix. is causes all traffic destined to that relay to be routed through

the adversary, allowing the enumeration of the guard’s connected clients. Impor-

tantly, this attack can be made mostly transparent to the user, since the adversary can

forward packets intact towards the intended guard1 and prevent the victim clients’

connections from being disrupted.

We note that the attack is primarily useful as a means of “repositioning” the adversary

to increase its ability to perform traffic correlation. Tor uses TLS between the client

(OP) and the guard (OR), and between all Tor relays (ORs), using the public key

fingerprints in the Tor consensus document to authenticate relays. is prevents

the adversary from using control-plane manipulations to undetectably modify Tor

streams (e.g., to conduct a MitM attack).

6.1.1 Overall Vulnerability

We assess Tor’s vulnerability to longest prefix attacks using actual Internet routing in-

formation from the University of Oregon’s Route Views Project2. e Route Views

Project operates multiple Internet routers at various geographic locations and pub-

lishes the received route advertisements and router information bases (RIBs) of these

routers. A RIB contains all the routing information required for the router to route

packets at that point in time—i.e., it is a summary of all routing advertisements that

the router has previously received.
1BGP ensures that routing loops will not occur here, since a BGP router will filter out route

advertisement whose AS-PATH already contains its own AS number [57].
2http://www.routeviews.org/
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Figure 6.1: Cumulative distribution of Tor guard advertised bandwidth against the
longest prefix in the RIB of the routeviews2 Route Views router. e right side
vertical axis shows the cumulative advertised guard bandwidth as a fraction of Tor’s
total advertised guard bandwidth.

To measure Tor’s vulnerability to longest prefix attacks, we extract all of the IP pre-

fixes from one of the Route Views routers (routeviews2). We then consider the Tor

consensus from the same time period and examine the longest prefixes which cover

the IP address of each guard. Since longest prefixes are the first considered rule when

a router is selecting routes [57], we do not need to consider other aspects; e.g., we

do not have to consider path length.

Figure 6.1 shows the cumulative distribution of advertised bandwidth (y-axis) of

Tor guard relays by the longest prefix known to routeviews2 (x-axis). We measure the

impact of potential attacks in terms of relays’ bandwidths rather than the number of

affected relays since Tor biases relay selection proportionally to the relays’ advertised
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bandwidths [20]. Hence, the fraction of guard bandwidth that is observable by

the adversary serves as a reasonable estimation of the fraction of Tor clients whose

OP→guard traffic the adversary is able to intercept.

e figure shows that over 92% of Tor’s advertised bandwidth belongs to guard

routers whose IPs are covered by prefixes shorter than /24. Recall that an adversary

only has to advertise a route for a prefix that is a longer prefix than all existing ad-

vertisements in order to hijack it. As long as the advertisement is not filtered by

receiving routers—i.e., it propagates to all other Internet routers—the hijacking will

succeed at most points of the Internet.

Most routers allow /24 prefixes and as exhibited in Figure 6.1, even some /25s are

propagated. (To prevent highly targeted prefix hijacking, say of a specific /32 IP

address, most ASes apply filters that drop advertisements that have prefixes longer

than 24 or 25 bits.) In summary, this means that over 92% of Tor bandwidth is

susceptible to the longest prefix attack.

We note that a prefix hijacking attack with the intention of blackholing traffic should

succeed as long as the announcement gets propagated. However, our attacker’s goal

is to obtain the traffic but then direct it towards its intended destination. is may

not always be possible, depending on the choices of paths available to the adversary.

For example, if the attacker hijacks the ASes on the true path that the packets take

from the attacker to the destination, it may no longer have a way to route packets to

the guard. We account for this occurrence in our results below.

6.1.2 Attack Effectiveness

Although more than 90% of the network’s guard bandwidth is vulnerable, actually

capturing such a large fraction of Tor’s guard traffic requires launching longest prefix

attacks against nearly all of Tor’s guard (which as of this writing number more than
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1500). Clearly, such an attack is likely to have widespread consequences beyond Tor

and is very likely to be quickly noticed.

We next characterize the effectiveness of a more realistic attack in which an adversary

targets a limited number of selected guards. We emphasize that each guard likely

requires its own longest-prefix attack. (Exceptions exist for guards that share long

IP prefixes.) Since each attack imposes collateral damage by affecting not just the

targeted relay but also all other IP addresses that fall within the targeted IP space, an

adversary that wishes to remain undetected will reasonably seek to limit its attacks.

As we show in what follows, even a limited attack is sufficient to interpose on a

significant portion of Tor’s ingress bandwidth.

Results Using our models of the live Tor network, we quantify the adversary’s abil-

ity to increase its view of guard traffic by conducting a limited number of longest

prefix attacks. To select the adversary’s targets, we first group guard relays by their

ASes and choose the ASes that serve the greatest amount of guard traffic. Conceptu-

ally speaking, the adversary targets the IP address ranges that would cause the largest

amount of Tor traffic to be rerouted through it. For these results, we assume that all

prefix hijacking announcements are propagated to all Internet routers.

e effects of the prefix hijacking attack on the Tor network are shown in Figure 6.2.

e figure shows the client-to-guard bandwidth that the adversary is able to observe

(y-axis) as a function of the number of prefix hijacking attacks, against different /24

prefixes, the adversary is willing to perform (x-axis). In our analysis, we consider all

possible ASes as potential adversaries. We remark that based on their positions in

the Internet, some adversaries will be already predisposed to observing some fraction

of Tor’s client-to-guard traffic.
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Figure 6.2: Maximum/minimum/median Tor ingress bandwidths for the longest
prefix attack. Results are shown for how much bandwidth (vertical axis) different
ASes performing zero to six attacks (horizontal axis) can observe. ese values in-
clude the Tor ingress bandwidth they could already observe before they perform the
attacks (which corresponds to when the number of attacks is zero).

In the absence of an attack, most adversaries (i.e., ASes) are not able to observe any

Tor traffic. is is perhaps unsurprising, given that most ASes exist along the In-

ternet’s edges (e.g., customer ASes), with a much smaller portion constituting the

Internet’s core. With a single prefix hijacking attack, however, the majority of ASes

on our graph could observe approximately 2.6% of Tor’s client-to-guard traffic. As

expected, the effect is increased when the adversary is more willing to attack ad-

ditional IP prefixes. When the adversary is willing to carry out six longest prefix

attacks, she can improve her view to approximately 13.2% at the median, and 48%

at the maximum, of Tor’s ingress traffic.
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Figure 6.3: Example scenarios of shortest AS path BGP attack. e shortest AS pah
attack is one where the malicious AS (highlighted in red) sends false announcement
to its neighbors to attract traffic. e actual path from the attacker AS to the guard
AS is denoted by solid lines, and the fake paths announced by the attacker are de-
noted by dashed lines. e ASes that are influenced by the false announcement are
highlighted in bold.
In Scenario (a), upon receiving the false announcement, ASa1 will change its path to
the guard AS and route the traffic through the attacker AS. is will then nullify the
actual path from the attacker AS to the guard AS, and cause route oscillation or even
loss of reachability. Here, the adversary is unable to perform traffic correlation. In
Scenario (b), however, a knowledgeable attacker can enforce ASf1 = ASa1, in which
case, none of the ASes on the actual path from the attacker AS to the guard AS will
be affected, either because its original path to the guard AS is shorter (ASa2 and ASa3)
or the false announcement is filtered out on loop detection (ASa1).

6.2 Shortest Path Adversary

We now describe what we call the shortest path adversary. e shortest path adversary

advertises a fake path from itself to the target prefix that has fewer AS hops than its

actual shortest path to the target. An example is shown in Figure 6.3. Neighbors

of the attacker (up to some distance from the attacker) will find this path more

attractive and potentially divert traffic destined for the target towards the attacker.

is attack takes advantage of the shortest AS path routing rule used by many BGP

routers. When a BGP router following the shortest AS path rule has multiple ad-

vertisements to the same prefix, it tends to pick an advertisement with the fewest

number of ASes in it (see §6.1.1). Without knowledge of the underlying physical
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links, this attack is difficult to detect since legitimate AS advertisements and actual

paths on the Internet do experience churn and change over time.

6.2.1 Attack Details

Given an adversary AS A and the target’s AS T (i.e., one that contains one or more

guards), we allow the adversary to make a prefix hijacking route advertisement for

some prefix in T which is as short as possible but still not so short that is causes

a black hole (explained below). e shortest AS path heuristic that we use to infer

paths is critical since the attacker is taking advantage of exactly this routing rule to

hijack the prefix.

Let px,y be the path from AS x to AS y that contains y but not x. pA,T is then

the actual path from the adversarial AS A to the target AS T (where the Tor guard

resides) with length |pA,T |. In order to attract more traffic destined for the target

towards itself, the adversary advertises some path p′ with length |p′| < |pA,T |. We

will now show that |p′| ≥ |pA,T |
3

and that p′ must contain some of the ASes from pA,T ,

specifically the ASes which show up in the first third of the path.

First consider an adversary which claims a path length of one hop, i.e., that it is a

neighbor of the target. is attack will have the most effect on the Internet, via the

shortest AS path routing rule, relative to path lengths of other hop counts. However,

Figure 6.3(a) shows that the adversary will effectively cause a black hole to occur by

way of a cycle in the graph since traffic going through its original route pA,T will be

directed towards it. is is a problem for our adversary since its goal is to perform a

correlation attack and thus it needs to be able to re-direct the traffic it receives to its

actual destination.
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Assuming the adversary controls only its AS A, it can prevent the black hole from

occurring by preserving its true path pA,T—that is, by preventing the ASes on pA,T

from preferring its false path announcement.

e first way the adversary can cause nodes in pA,T to ignore its announcement is

to make p′ longer and less attractive. We know that for a given |p′|, the nodes in

pA,T that are sufficiently close to the target will be unaffected by p′. Firstly, note

that each successive node u in pA,T has a path pu,T that is one hop shorter than that

of the previous node. Secondly, we know that the path from a node u ∈ pA,T to

the target through the adversary, i.e., if it were to receive the fake announcement, is

perceived by u as having length greater or equal to |pu,A|+ |p′|. is is illustrated in

Figure 6.3(b).

erefore, for a given |p′|, a node u ∈ pA,T will choose its original, and correct, path

if

|pu,T | < |pu,A|+ |p′| (6.1)

If we were to consider only this restriction, the adversary would be forced to advertise

a path such that |p′| ≥ |pA,T | − 1 since the first hop of pA,T would choose the wrong

path for a shorter p′. We therefore also make use of the routing rule where a BGP

router will ignore advertisements for a prefix if the path in that advertisement already

contains its own AS [57].

As such, A can include in p′ the closest ASes in pA,T . is implies that for all u not in

p′, |pu,A| ≥ |p′|. Using this and the substitution |pu,T | = |pA,T | − |pu,A|, we can solve

Eqn. 6.1 to yield

|p′| ≥ |pA,T |
3

(6.2)

is shows that the advertised false path must have a minimum length, and must

contain certain elements based on the actual topology of the Internet.
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One assumption that we make is that no other attack affecting ASes in p is occurring.

If this is not the case, a cycle might occur since this attack relies on the very specific

path pA,T from being unperturbed. More generally, if |pu,A| < |pA,u|, for reasons

including other attacks or path asymmetry, the attack could cause a cycle.

6.2.2 Susceptibility to Shortest Path Attacks

To examine the effectiveness of the shortest path adversary, we use our model of

the Internet that is described in §4. We emphasize that since we have no visibility

into ASes’ local routing preferences and our map relies on a shortest path heuristic

(which we show in §4.4.5 to be mostly accurate in practice), the results in this section

should be considered conservative. When ASes have local preferences that choose

routes that are not the shortest routes, the attacks will not be effective. at is, our

analysis below assumes the normal (but not universal) policy of routing according

to shortest AS paths.

For each ⟨attacking AS A, guard AS T ⟩ pair in the Internet map, where we allow any

AS to be an attacking AS, we alter the map such that routes are effectively altered

as though A had advertised a false path to T of length |pA,T |/3. By the analysis in

§6.2.1, we know that all ASes along pA,T will ignore this advertisement.

We then calculate the routes from all clients to T to find out which ones now have

their traffic routed through A, where they previously did not. From this and the

client traffic distributions from Juen [38], we are able to calculate the amount of Tor

bandwidth that the attacker was able to observe before and after the attack.

Figure 6.4 plots the cumulative distribution of the increase in ingress Tor bandwidth

(as a fraction of Tor’s total guard bandwidth) observed by the adversary due to the

shortest path attack. Points on the curve are from all potential adversaries (i.e., all
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ASes on our network map) and assume intelligent selections of guards such that the

effects of the attack are maximized.

e results confirm that an adversary’s ability to perform a useful shortest path attack

is contingent on its location in the network. As one might expect, the majority of

ASes are not able to significantly increase their view of the Tor network, even if

they launch attacks against six Tor guards. However, for a large number of ASes,

manipulating the control-plane via shortest path attacks yields a considerable view

of Tor’s ingress traffic. For example, for approximately 15% of ASes, launching

two shortest path attacks enables them to view roughly an additional 5% of all Tor

ingress traffic. Figure 6.5 provides a slightly different perspective, showing in log

scale the percentage of Tor traffic viewable by each AS, before and after it launches

an attack on six targeted guards. Missing red data points indicate that the AS could

not observe any pre-attack bandwidth (and are thus missing due to the log plot).
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one or more guards, chosen such that the attacks result in the largest increase in
observed bandwidth.
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Figure 6.5: Fraction of total Tor guard bandwidth observed before and after per-
forming six attacks. Before attack is shown in red and after in black. e attacks
which give them the most bandwidth are chosen. e ASes on the graph are sorted
by the amount they can observe after performing their attack.
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Figure 6.6: CDF of ASes by amount of potential increased Tor guard bandwidth ob-
served for different categories of ASes. Each AS adversary targets six guards, chosen
such that the attacks result in the largest increase in observed bandwidth.
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We additionally study the relationship between the type of AS and its ability to per-

form useful shortest path attacks. Using the AS categorization data from CAIDA [7],

we show in Figure 6.6 that different types of ASes have different advantages in terms

of hijacking. ASes that provide home Internet access (“access” ) or host content or

content distribution networks (“content” ) are able to hijack the most amount of

bandwidth, which is not surprising given that they are located closer to the “core” of

the Internet and are thus well situated to shorten their paths while still leaving their

original paths to the targets unaffected.
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7
Defenses Against Network Attacks

We start this chapter by introducing multiple detection techniques to identify nodes,

such as guards, that are the targets of IP prefix hijacking. To achieve our goals using

techniques that operate only on the data-plane, we leverage structural properties of

the Internet’s topology and Tor’s existing trust infrastructure. We continue by show-

ing that these techniques can be combined into a multi-layered distributed defense

that is effective against the AS adversary of the previous chapter.

For ease of exposition, we refer to control-plane attacks generally as prefix hijacking in

the remainder of the thesis. When relevant, we will distinguish between the longest

prefix and shortest path attacks.

A high-level overview of our approach is presented in Figure 7.1. Briefly, guard re-

lays discover their neighboring ASes via traceroutes, and attest to those neighboring

ASes by enumerating them in their Tor descriptors. A set of trusted clients which
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AS1

AS2

AS1

AS2

CPA

CPA

CPA

Figure 7.1: Defense workflow example. Top: e guard performs traceroutes (dotted
arrows) to determine its immediate AS neighbors (AS1 and AS2), and enumerates
these neighbors in a descriptor it shares with the Tor directories (red double-arrow).
Middle: A small number of CPAs and the guard conduct traceroutes. e CPAs
then verify (i) the reported neighbor AS of the guard is one that was reported by
the guard, (ii) that the subpath property holds and (iii) that the AS hop count in
their traceroutes matches the hop count in the guard’s traceroutes. Finally, they
report their evaluation via a secure connection to the directory authority (red double-
arrow). Bottom: A client fetches a signed Tor consensus document from the Tor
directory authority (or one of its mirrors) and considers only the guards that have
the SG flag.
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we call control-plane authorities (CPAs1) that are operated by maintainers of the Tor

Project (or their trusted designates) periodically check whether guards are the targets

of a control-plane attack. CPAs perform this check by running traceroutes to the

guards and requesting that the guards run traceroutes back to them. (Importantly,

these traceroutes may be manipulated by an adversary.) CPAs verify that (i) the AS

neighbors of the guard (as derived from the CPAs’ traceroutes) are attested to by the

guard, (ii) that the AS hop counts of the traceroutes to/from the guard are approx-

imately equal, and (iii) that AS-level paths from the CPAs to the guard exhibit a

topological property called the subpath property (explained in §7.1.1). Iff a (tunable)

fraction of CPAs certify that a given guard relay passes all three checks, then Tor’s

directory authorities assign that relay a special SG flag and publish the flag

in its consensus documents. During relay selection, Tor clients avoid guards that do

not have the SG flag.

We first cover each component of our defense, with data to show their reliabil-

ity and limitations (§7.1.1, §7.1.2, and §7.1.3). We then describe how we com-

bine our defenses and, through both analyses and experimentation, show how each

part protects against various capabilities of the adversary (§7.1.4). Finally, we pro-

pose a distributed defense mechanism for Tor that uses the techniques described

in §7.1.1-§7.1.3 to enable clients to learn which guards to avoid due to potential

longest-prefix hijacking attacks (§7.2).

Notation In the remainder of this chapter, we slightly revise our earlier notation

to let pA,B indicate an Internet AS path as determined by traceroutes from source A to

destination B. Let |pA,B| be the number of ASes in path pA,B.
1Admittedly, this is a misnomer since the CPAs have access only to the data-plane. Given their

function, we think that the CPA acronym is fitting.
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7.1 Defense Components

7.1.1 The Subpath Property

e subpath property states that the Internet path from a source x1 to a destination

xn and the hops on that path share certain characteristics. Formally, given an AS-

level path px1,xn of the form px1,xn = x2, x3, . . . , xn, a path px1,xk
for xk ∈ p should

be x2, ..., xk, which is a prefix of px1,xn. e subpath property was first observed and

used as a detection mechanism for prefix hijacking attacks by Zheng et al. [95]. (We

assess the degree to which the subpath property actually holds on the Internet later

in this section.)

When a prefix hijacking attack is successful against a target destination D, it must

hold that the path pC,D from a client C either contained the adversary prior to the

attack, or now contains the adversary where it did not before. We do not address

the former case since the client was already compromised before the attack. For

the latter, the path pC,D has changed. Crucially, however, paths to non-hijacked

prefixes will not change. If we assume that the subpath property holds under normal

circumstances, then if it is ever violated, we can assume that a prefix hijacking attack

is underway.

For a client to check the subpath property of its path to a guard node, it first runs

a traceroute to the guard. It then selects some IP address from the path, that is in

an AS that is different from the one the guard node is in, and runs a traceroute to

that IP address. e client then checks if the AS path of the latter traceroute is the

expected prefix of the former traceroute.

Example Consider the paths shown in Figure 7.2. Before the attack, the client ob-

tains the AS path ⟨AS1, AS2, AS3, AS4, Guard AS⟩ via a traceroute to the guard.
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(before attack)

Reverse path

Forward path
(after attack)

AS11

AS1 AS2 AS3 AS4

AS6AS5
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Client
AS

Figure 7.2: An example of the routes before and after a prefix hijacking attack. e
forward and reverse routes between a client and its guard relay are shown as black
solid and dashed lines, respectively. After a control-plane attack by a malicious AS
(AS11), the traffic from the client to its guard is redirected via the route highlighted
in red, enabling AS11 to learn the depicted client’s network location.

If it then runs another traceroute to an IP selected from the original traceroute that

belonged to, say, AS3, then it will obtain the AS path 〈AS1, AS2, AS3〉, which is a

subpath of the original traceroute. However, after the attack targeting the guard’s

AS, the client’s traceroute to the guard shows the AS path 〈AS7, AS8, AS9, AS10,

AS11, AS12, AS4, Guard AS〉. (For now, we assume that the adversary at AS11 does

not manipulate the traceroutes that pass through it.) If the client then performs a

traceroute to a router in AS4, it obtains the AS path 〈AS1, AS2, AS3, AS4〉, indi-

cating a violation of the subpath property. e key observation is that attacking a

prefix only affects routes towards that prefix.

Verifying the diffuseness of the subpath property To empirically verify that the

subpath property is present on the Internet, we ran traceroutes from 132 different

VPN based vantage points, all located in different ASes, to the top 300 most likely

chosen guards. We use the unfortunately named hidemyass.com VPN service due to
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Subpath target relative to dest. Fraction of compatible cases
-1 (AS neighbor of dest.) 0.897
-2 (two AS-hops from dest.) 0.954
-3 (…) 0.974
-4 0.961
-5 0.926

Table 7.1: Fraction of subpaths for a given distance relative to the destination that
are compatible with the subpath property. e destination is in the left column and
the fraction of subpaths is in the right column.

its large number of geographically diverse VPN exit points. For each of the tracer-

outes, we checked whether the subpath property holds at the i-th AS hop of the

path starting from the end. We also call the i-th AS hop from the end of a path the

(−i)-th AS hop of a path. e results of this experiment, found in Table 7.1, show

that if one were to test the subpath property using the (−2)-th hop, for example,

that it would hold 95% of the time. Here, we consider two paths to be compatible

with the subpath property iff they could match each other even though they both

may contain non-responding routers in different hops, which induce ambiguities.

We replace these hops with wildcards when we test for compatibility.

One of the main problems with this defense is its reliability on traceroute which

is an insecure technique that relies on packets which, in the case of an attack, pass

through the adversary and may be freely manipulated by the adversary. As such,

we require other methods to be used in tandem to detect instances in which the

adversary manipulates traceroutes.

7.1.2 Hop Count Restriction

For completeness, we first claim and show that AS-level paths are not symmetric on

the Internet. If this were false, this would lead to a simple defense where a client and
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its chosen guard can perform traceroutes to each other and compare the AS level

path between them.

We ran traceroutes between 100 RIPE Atlas probes in the most popular client and

guard ASes that are covered by the RIPE Atlas probe network [59]. As before, we use

Juen’s study [38] to determine popular client ASes and Tor’s consensus information

to obtain the guards with the highest selection probability. Our evaluation of the

traceroutes showed that 54.5% of paths are asymmetric at the AS level. We therefore

need to rely on other properties of routes to detect prefix hijacking.

We now consider a more relaxed restriction: the number of ASes in a path |pa,b| is

close to |pb,a|.

We empirically verify this property by using the same traceroutes from the RIPE

probes. e results, displayed in Figure 7.3, show that for more than 90% of the

paths between the tested client/guard pairs ⟨C,G⟩, that abs(|pC,G| − |pG,C |) ≤ 1.

(Here, to avoid notational ambiguity, we use abs(·) to denote the absolute value.)

Assuming this property, the client could request a traceroute from the guard and

compare the AS hop counts to its own traceroute. If it finds that the hop count

differs too greatly, i.e., abs(|pC,G| − |pG,C |) > 1, it detects that the guard may be

under attack.

Consider an attacker A which does not manipulate traceroutes. When A performs

the prefix hijacking attack, if we assume the shortest AS path heuristic on the Inter-

net, the resulting paths to the guard will be at least as long as the original path. For

example, returning to Figure 7.2, the AS hop count from the guard to the client (as

provided by the guard) is five, while the client’s measured hop count from itself to

the guard (after the attack) is eight, a difference that signifies a large departure from

the norm.
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Figure 7.3: Histogram of the differences between the AS hop counts of client→guard
and guard→client traceroutes.

Pairing this technique with the subpath property can increase the accuracy of detec-

tion, or reduce the number of false positives, depending on how sensitive the client

is to prefix hijacking.

Now consider a more intelligent adversary that drops all traceroutes that pass through

it, or even just traceroutes towards guard ASes. Since traceroute packets can be

spotted without deep packet inspection (varying TTLs from the same source IP

address), an AS adversary can easily filter out and drop traceroute packets. is will
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effectively reduce the number of AS hops perceived by the client when it performs

a traceroute to the guard, evading the hop count check. Additionally, the adversary

could potentially forge ICMP TTL exceeded messages from AS hops after itself to

increase |p∗C,G| to the right value. As such, we consider a less strict inequality, |pC,G| ≤

|pG,C |+1, as the one which might be violated and use this later in our analysis. is

effectively assumes the adversary is intelligent enough to pad a client’s traceroutes

to the right number of AS hops. Hence, we require additional techniques to detect

such manipulation.

7.1.3 Relay Neighbor-AS Discovery and Attestation

We now describe a third component of our defense which improves the effectiveness

of both the subpath property (§7.1.1) and the hop count restriction (§7.1.2), when

all three are used in tandem:

e guard node identifies its neighboring ASes, out to some number (k) of AS hops,

and publishes this information as Extrainfo descriptors—a document containing at-

tributes about a relay that can be retrieved by Tor clients and verified through Tor’s

existing trust infrastructure. To find its AS neighborhood, a guard can periodically

run traceroutes to random /24s and enumerate the ASes it observes. Since guards’

locations on the Internet are unlikely to change often, this can be performed infre-

quently. However, as we show in §7.2, only the 1-hop AS neighbors are needed in

practice to achieve high detection rates—this may be leveraged to significantly re-

duce the overheads of our defense. To reduce the number of traceroutes required to

discover AS neighbors, the guard can instead run a traceroute to an IP address from

each AS (as opposed to each of the 224 /24 networks) on the Internet. CIDR shows

that there are currently less than 50,000 unique ASes [13], and hence a complete
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scan requires only a few megabytes of bandwidth (see §7.2 for a fuller discussion of

bandwidth overheads).

When considering a guard, a client retrieves the guard’s AS neighborhood informa-

tion from the Extrainfo descriptors maintained by the directories. e client then

runs a traceroute to the guard, verifying that the reported ASes are found at the end

of its traceroute. If they are not, the client does not use the guard.

Importantly, this alone is effective against only naïve adversaries since more clever ad-

versaries can forge entries for downstream ASes when traceroutes are routed through

them. at is, an adversary can falsely indicate that the path through it terminates

with ASes that are attested to by the guard.

Information leakage When this defense is deployed, the client gains some reliable

information on what AS hops it should expect to be able to use as test points to com-

pare the subpath property. If the adversary manipulates traceroutes passing through

it, it is now restricted to revealing the correct ASes at the end of the client’s traceroute

(else it is trivially discovered by the defense). e adversary must either (i) launch

an additional control-plane attack against the AS-neighborhood of the guard (i.e.,

so that it can also appear in the subpath traceroutes to those neighbors) or (ii) guess

ASes for each client such that the traceroutes for the client already go through the

adversary, and those guessed ASes intersect with the AS neighborhood of the guard.

We posit that the second scenario is highly unlikely for most ASes.

We note that this defensive measure may reveal information to the adversary, even if

the attack is detected: suppose that a client C considers a guard G that is the target of

a prefix attack from adversaryA. e defense requiresC to perform a traceroute toG,

which will flow through A’s AS, revealing C’s network location—even if C detects

the hijacking and aborts its use of G. Although this prevents A from performing
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traffic correlation (since C will not form circuits through G), it allows an adversary

to perform an enumeration attack in which it seeks to learn the network locations of

Tor users. We return to this issue in §7.2, where we present a solution that enables

clients to learn whether a given guard is targeted by a longest-prefix attack without

having to contact the guard.

7.1.4 Analysis of an Ensemble Defense

e detection techniques described in §7.1.1-§7.1.3 can be combined into an en-

semble defense strategy. We next analyze the security of this ensemble defense

against both longest prefix and shortest path adversaries.

Longest prefix adversary e simplest adversary A that we consider is one that

(a) controls a single AS, (b) performs a prefix hijacking attack on a single prefix that

contains one or more guards, and (c) does nothing to protect itself from detection

(i.e., it does not intercept or otherwise manipulate traceroutes).

We consider a clientC that selects a guard nodeG in the hijacked prefix, whereAwas

not on the path pC,G prior to the attack but is on the compromised path p′C,G after

the attack has started. Without running any defenses, C’s traffic is compromised by

the attack. As mentioned in §7.1.1, C can check the subpath property on p′C,G to

detect this adversary. Recall that this naïve adversary is detected since it is not on

the paths to the Internet routers that appear in the traceroute to G (i.e., p′C,G).

We now allow A to manipulate all packets that it receives. For example, A may drop

all traceroute packets going through it, or even forge the ICMP replies so that they

appear to come from ASes such that the subpath property holds when checked by

the client. Suffice it to say, once a cleartext packet goes through the adversary, we

should make no assumptions on the correctness or authenticity of the packet past
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that point. We define p∗C,G as the path from C to G as observed by C’s traceroute to

G, which may have forged hops in them.

e hop count check described in §7.1.2 can be used in this adversarial model. e

client checks whether the p∗C,G path is longer than the pG,C + 1 path to detect A.

A is unlikely to be on the path pG,C so it is only able to manipulate p∗C,G. One

important point to note is that the attacker must respond with a path p∗C,G that

satisfies |p∗C,G| ≥ |pC,A| since it is unable to manipulate packets that have not passed

through it, in particular, the ones in the path pC,A prior to A. is is based on the

assumption that the adversary is restricted by the physical connectivity of the Internet

as it cannot move itself in the network or form arbitrary physical links. Even with

cooperation from other ASes, the hop count restriction still holds up till the first time

one of the cooperating (and now adversarial) ASes receive the traceroute packets.

It is worth emphasizing that with this defense, even if the adversary performs pre-

fix hijacking on the intermediate ASes on the path from pA,G to ensure the subpath

property holds, the above techniques will still detect the attack. Intuitively, the ad-

versary’s position in the network and the AS hop count restriction significantly limit

its ability to produce a believable traceroute.

e client can partially get around the problem of inaccurate information from the

adversary by utilizing the guard AS neighborhood defense from §7.1.3. If the di-

ameter, in hop count, of the AS neighborhood published by the guard is k, the

adversary must add k hops to p∗C,G to avoid detection. We note that in the case that

the adversary is in the k hop neighborhood, it will be able to add fewer hops. For

small k however, the number of ASes that are in the k neighborhood of a particular

guard is small. For the more general case, this improves the AS hop count inequality

detection test to

|p∗C,G| ≥ |pC,A|+ k > |pG,C |+ 1 (7.1)
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Unfortunately, even with this improvement, not all clients are situated in the Internet

for the inequality to be satisfied. But while the adversary may be able to fool some

clients all the time, it is unlikely able to fool all clients all the time—a fact we leverage

in our distributed detection mechanism, described in §7.2.

Shortest path adversary Up till now, our analysis has considered only a longest

prefix adversary. e hop count defense unfortunately does not detect the shortest

path attacker for the same reason that the shortest path attacker is unable to prop-

agate its false announcement and have it accepted by as many ASes as the longest

prefix attacker. e only clients which are susceptible to the shortest path attack, and

therefore have a chance to detect it, are the ones for which |pC,G| > |pC,A|+|pA,G|/3 >

|pC,A|. ese are the clients for which the AS neighborhood published by the guard

must be quite large, and we suspect large enough that it becomes both infeasible to

complete and not as useful since it will contain far too many ASes.

If we allow the shortest path adversary to attack only guard ASes, the subpath prop-

erty will still detect him. As such, both defenses should be used together.

An important limitation of our work is that a shortest path adversary who is willing

to launch many prefix hijacking attacks against the guard’s neighboring ASes may

avoid detection. However, we note that such attacks introduce collateral damage by

attacking not just the guard but also the routers that belong to ASes that neighbor

the guard, and increase the likelihood of the adversary being detected through its

BGP forgeries. Additionally, we re-emphasize that, unlike longest prefix hijacking

attacks that affect large swaths of the Internet, shortest path attacks affect only a

limited number of (nearby) clients.
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7.2 A Distributed Service for Detecting

Longest-Prefix Attacks

We introduce a distributed protection mechanism for Tor that leverages an adver-

sary’s inability to simultaneously avoid detection from probes situated at different

vantage points on the Internet. Our technique is most effective against longest prefix

hijacking attacks and relies on a small number of such probes that we call Control-

Plane Authorities (CPAs). We envision CPAs being operated by the Tor Project or

by their designates. (Similar schemes that rely on distributed trusted parties already

exist in Tor, for example, to monitor the bandwidth of relays [79] and to discover

malicious exit relays [69].) In essence, the CPAs perform the ensemble defense de-

scribed above and report their findings to Tor’s directory authorities. If the fraction

of CPAs that detect control-plane manipulations is under a threshold value, then the

directories assign it a SG flag, indicating that it is deemed safe for use.

We use the model of the Internet, described in §4, to evaluate our distributed defense

against a longest prefix hijacking attack. We place a CPA in each of the top 20 client

ASes (as reported by Juen [38]) and allow the adversary to attack any six /24 prefixes.

Experimentally, we find that when a guard attests to its single-hop or two-hop AS

neighborhoods, our defense achieves strong results, as shown in Figure 7.4 (left and

right). We select a detection threshold of eight—that is, if eight or more CPAs report

that a given guard is under attack, the attack is considered detected. (We discuss the

selection of this threshold later in this section.) We obtain the bandwidths that one

adversary would be able to observe if it attacked the six guards that would give it

the most Tor bandwidth. For these results, we sample uniformly at random 800 of

the ASes in the network map for the adversary. We extremely conservatively assume
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that the adversary is able to know when it will be detected if it were to attack a

guard, and will only choose guards where it will not be detected. at is, we assume

not only that the adversary knows the locations of the CPAs, it also has a perfect

representation of both the Internet’s topology and routing policies.

Our results show that when our distributed detection technique is not applied, a

prefix hijacking attack against six targets yields about 13% of all Tor guard band-

width for almost any AS. We consider two versions of the defense, one where the

guards announces a one-hop neighborhood (Figure 7.4, left), and one where the

guard announces a two-hop neighborhood (Figure 7.4, right). While the two-hop

neighborhood takes more effort to probe, the detection mechanism reduces attack

effectiveness to almost 0.5% for most of the ASes and the rest are reduced to at most

4% of all Tor guard bandwidth.

7.2.1 Bandwidth overhead

e bandwidth cost for each CPA is fairly modest at 16.32 MB for each detection

cycle. Each traceroute packet is 80 bytes, and the default max TTL of a traceroute

is 30. As such, the cost of a single traceroute is at most 2 · 80 · 30 = 4800 bytes and

is typically smaller. e factor of two encompasses both the outgoing and incoming

bandwidth. For the subpath property technique, the CPA runs traceroutes to both

the guard and to its neighbor. erefore the total bandwidth cost for a CPA to test

all the guards, which is just under 1700 at the time of this writing, is approximately

4800 · 2 · 1700 bytes = 16.32 MB per detection cycle. For a detection cycle of once

per hour, for example, the bandwidth overhead is just 4.53 KB/s. CPAs can be set

to probe different subsets of the guards, further reducing their workloads.

e cost of this process is even lower for each guard. Guards have to perform one

traceroute per CPA, and receive one traceroute per CPA. Given a 20 CPA setup, this
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costs 2 · 4800 · 2 · 20 = 0.384 MB per cycle. e AS neighbor discovery process where

a guard runs traceroutes to a single IP address in each AS, assuming a cutoff TTL of

4, takes approximately 32 MB. Since AS neighbors are unlikely to change often, if

run once a day, this process requires 0.37 KBps.

7.2.2 Resilience to churn

Sun et al. [72] showed that BGP churn is an important factor to consider when

measuring the threat to Tor at the AS level. We describe here why our data and

techniques are minimally affected by churn (if at all).

Consider the separate parts of our defense:

1. e subpath property (§7.1.1) requires multiple traceroutes by a CPA towards

one guard. By design, the CPA will perform these traceroutes in quick succes-

sion, making the probability of BGP churn affecting the results very low.

2. For the hop count restriction (§7.1.2), the CPA runs a traceroute to the guard

to obtain the hop count and then immediately requests the guard to perform

a traceroute back to itself and compares the hop counts. Assuming the guard

replies promptly, BGP churn should not affect the comparison.

3. For neighbor-AS discovery (§7.1.3), the AS neighborhood of a relay changes

rarely, especially relative to BGP churn. If relays repeat this test daily, it should

be sufficient to detect AS neighborhood changes.

In the final piece of the defense, agreement between the CPAs on a given guard is

required, but the individual CPAs may not have performed their tests at the same

time. However, the agreement is only based on whether a potential attack is detected,

not comparing network information between CPAs. While some CPAs may not
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detect an attack as early as others, this can be tuned by a bandwidth/detection delay

tradeoff and is unrelated to BGP churn.

7.2.3 Defense precision

We now estimate the false positive rate of our distributed service—that is, we deter-

mine how likely it is to consider a guard as under attack when it is not.

We first note that the AS hop neighborhood technique (§7.1.3) does not incur false

positive: given sufficient time, a node should be able to completely explore its AS

neighborhood.

To estimate the overall false positive rate, we obtained traceroutes using RIPE probes

[59] between the top 50 client ASes and the top 50 guard ASes, by bandwidth. We

then conducted traceroutes from the client ASes to the penultimate ASes to each of

the guards, based on the aforementioned set of traceroutes. is corresponds to the

subpath property check (see §7.1.1). We filtered out malformed traceroutes, such as

those in which no routers along with path responded. From a practical perspective,

these indicate that these CPAs are unsuitable and other CPAs would have to be

chosen.

Assuming that no attacks are currently taking place, we compute the false positive

rate as the fraction of guards that would be perceived as being under attack by our

distributed detection system. We define the fraction of CPAs which detect a guard

as under attack as the flag rate of that guard. Our data, displayed in Table 7.2, shows

that a good selection cutoff is 40%—that is, the Tor network should consider a guard

to be under attack when at least 40% of the CPAs flag that guard as under attack.

Using this threshold of 40%, we obtain an overall false positive rate of 1/43 (2.32%).

We note that the 40% threshold was used in our earlier experiments (see Figure 7.4)

to assess the system’s ability to detect actual attacks.
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7.2.4 Improving the defense to mitigate the allergy attack

e defense, as described above, enables an allergy-attack [12]: an adversary may

cause denial of service by conducting control-plane attacks against a CPA, gaining

control of packets going towards it, including the return ICMP messages of its tracer-

outes. In the worst case, the adversary may cause arbitrary detection (or potentially

prevent detection) of any set of guard nodes by forging ICMP responses.

We improve our system by having two groups of CPA nodes perform the ensemble

defense on each other. We rename our group residing in client ASes as CPA-A, and

place a second set of trusted nodes, CPA-B, in various guard ASes.

We describe the ensemble defense setup from the perspective of CPA-A. However,

the same applies to CPA-B due to symmetry.

Our ensemble defense setup proceeds as follows. We first need to find viable nodes

in CPA-A. We perform the ensemble defense between CPA-A and CPA-B nodes to

find the base flag rate of each node (number of nodes which detect this node as under

attack). We then select nodes which have base flag rates lower than some threshold

selectionT as the viable CPA-A nodes (we choose 30% for both groups). We also

set a second threshold, exclusionT > selectionT, which defines when a usable node in

CPA-A is no longer allowed to contribute to the ensemble defense, i.e., once it has

been flagged by too many viable CPA-B nodes.

Our results (see Tables 7.2 and 7.3) show that setting a selectionT at 30% yields an

overall false positive rate of approximately 12% (52% for CPA-B). Since we only

select the viable nodes, the number of excluded nodes are not important as long

as there are enough viable nodes. Our data also shows that the false positive rate

for detecting guards/CPA-Bs when under attack, as given earlier in this section, is

mostly unaffected when we apply this filtering (which shows that a single pass will
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find all viable nodes). We set exclusionT at 40%, as before, since our results show

that this is effective in detecting the adversary.

In addition to viable CPA-A nodes running the ensemble defense on guard relays,

viable CPA-A nodes and viable CPA-B nodes are running it on each other. When

a CPA node from either group is flagged by enough nodes such that it crosses the

exclusionT threshold, we exclude its probe results from future evaluations until it

drops back below the threshold.

Now consider the case where the adversary attacks some set of viable CPA-A, CPA-B

and guard relays. Each attacked node in CPA-A provides one vote against each node

in CPA-B (and vice versa). erefore, the attacker needs to conduct control-plane

attacks against at least exclusionT - selectionT CPA-A nodes (10% in our setting) to

affect nodes in CPA-B.

However, each attacked CPA-A node will be flagged by many benign CPA-B nodes.

is follows from our previous results. erefore these attacked CPA-A nodes will

be excluded from the network after one detection cycle. Given sufficiently large sets

of CPA-A/CPA-Bs, and that our adversary is not flagrantly attacking large numbers

of ASes, this system is stable.
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Figure 7.4: Fraction of Tor bandwidth observed by different adversarial ASes. e
points indicate the amount of bandwidth observed in different cases. Black points
indicate that the AS does not perform an attack, red when it performs a prefix hijack-
ing attack against six different guard prefixes, and blue when the defense has been
deployed. For the defense, we choose a threshold of 8 (out of 20 CPAs) and relay
AS hop neighborhood of (top:) one (k = 1) and (bottom:) two (k = 2).
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Guard # # of CPA
Assessments

Flag Rate

1 38 0.052632
2 27 0.074074
3 42 0.095238
4 39 0.102564
5 39 0.102564
6 19 0.105263
7 36 0.111111
8 44 0.113636
9 26 0.115385
10 34 0.117647
11 40 0.125000
12 37 0.135135
13 44 0.136364
14 42 0.142857
15 41 0.146341
16 40 0.150000
17 43 0.162791
18 35 0.171429
19 35 0.171429
20 29 0.172414
21 38 0.184211

Guard # # of CPA
Assessments

Flag Rate

22 38 0.184211
23 36 0.194444
24 41 0.195122
25 41 0.195122
26 41 0.195122
27 40 0.200000
28 43 0.209302
29 38 0.210526
30 42 0.238095
31 29 0.241379
32 28 0.250000
33 36 0.250000
34 39 0.256410
35 39 0.256410
36 19 0.263158
37 43 0.279070
38 35 0.285714
39 43 0.348837
40 31 0.354839
41 41 0.365854
42 42 0.380952
43 38 0.684211

Table 7.2: Data for false positive results, detection of guards by CPAs is data
shows the flag rates when the CPAs assess whether the guards are under attack. e
rows (i.e., guard numbers) are sorted by increasing flag rate.
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CPA-A # # of CPA-B
Assessments

Flag Rate

1 26 0.115385
2 41 0.121951
3 40 0.125000
4 39 0.128205
5 29 0.137931
6 43 0.139535
7 39 0.153846
8 39 0.153846
9 43 0.162791
10 24 0.166667
11 35 0.200000
12 36 0.222222
13 40 0.225000
14 40 0.225000
15 39 0.230769
16 38 0.236842
17 38 0.236842
18 25 0.240000
19 44 0.250000
20 32 0.250000
21 34 0.264706
22 41 0.268293
23 40 0.275000

CPA-A # # of CPA-B
Assessments

Flag Rate

24 42 0.285714
25 40 0.300000
26 43 0.302326
27 43 0.302326
28 33 0.303030
29 42 0.309524
30 41 0.317073
31 40 0.325000
32 43 0.325581
33 42 0.333333
34 33 0.363636
35 40 0.375000
36 42 0.380952
37 38 0.394737
38 41 0.414634
39 38 0.421053
40 40 0.425000
41 40 0.425000
42 42 0.428571
43 42 0.547619
44 42 0.642857
45 42 0.666667
46 43 0.883721

Table 7.3: Data for false positive results, detection of CPA-Bs by CPA-As is data
shows the flag rates when the CPA-Bs assess whether the CPA-As are under attack.
e rows (i.e., CPA-A numbers) are sorted by increasing flag rate.
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8
Future Directions for Online Anonymity

One way to interpret the results of the previous sections is that an anonymity/de-

anonymization arms race is inevitable. BGP is an old system and potential attacks

against it have been well known for a long time, but the interaction of BGPs inse-

curity and overlay networks was only recently considered.

When the adversary takes the form of government level eavesdropping (and censor-

ship), the situation gets even more dire, and some of the assumptions required for

our defense may no longer hold, e.g., that the adversary is only willing to hijack a

small number of prefixes to evade detection. is powerful adversary turns out to

be much more realistic than once previously thought (see [62, 76, 78]).

In light of this adversary, a sticking point for many anonymous networks is that their

usage is highly visible. e adversary is trivially able to detect that these systems are

in use, even if it cannot perform de-anonymization. Real world events motivate an
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adversary that is willing to cut off all usage of a service, e.g., China actively blocks

all connections to Tor [87], to prevent anti-censorship efforts.

Tor’s response to this problem was the introduction of bridges, which are unlisted

relays that serve as entrypoints to the Tor network, as guards do. is increases

centralisation of the anonymous service, where novel ways need to be found to dis-

tribute the bridge addresses without letting the censoring agency from obtaining

them (too easily). China countered by probing suspected bridges, which they could

identify by analysing their users’ traffic patterns and packet inspection [77]. Tor in-

troduced pluggable transports, such as obfsproxy, which mitigate packet inspection

by transforming the Tor traffic such that it appears to be a different protocol, such

as standard HTTP traffic [80].

We postulate that there may always be an arms race between Tor and powerful eaves-

dropping adversaries.

In this chapter, we consider a slightly different adversarial model to match this sce-

nario. In addition to being a network level attacker, its location in the network is

known, i.e., as the immediate and only neighbor of the user from a graph perspective,

and is unavoidable since it controls all the user’s network connections.

If this adversary is also willing to perform network level attacks, or otherwise in-

sert itself at egress locations, techniques such as AS avoidance and our previously

described techniques are severely limited in their usability. Specifically, even if we

detect and prevent a single instance of compromised traffic from occurring, the user

still has no way to securely communicate with his/her destination.

In this chapter, we propose a novel design philosophy which hearkens back to a

fundamental concept in anonymity, i.e., that one can’t be anonymous without a

crowd. We design our protocols around the idea that in order to have secure anony-

mous, unblockable communication in the face of very powerful adversaries, these
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protocols should be widely used for purposes other than anonymous communica-

tion. Our design prevents the correlation attack, general eavesdropping and keeps

the security advantage with the user even when the adversary’s computational and

network resources far outnumber that of the user.

8.1 Existing Techniques

Many existing approaches construct covert communication channels that are hidden

from the censor’s view. For instance, Infranet [26] constructs a covert channel using

sequences of seemingly “benign” HTTP requests, Collage [6] embeds messages in

images uploaded to sites that host user-generated content, and decoy routing tech-

niques such as Telex [90] hide requested URLs in SSL/TLS handshakes. More

recently, a number of traffic shaping approaches have been proposed (e.g., Skype-

Morph [49] and Freewave [34]) that attempt to conceal covert channels by either

tunneling them within permitted protocols or changing their traffic patterns to cause

them to appear as benign streams.

While the above techniques certainly make censorship more difficult, their security

properties are not currently well-understood. In particular, a knowledgeable and

powerful censor could potentially defeat such measures by applying steganographic

detection techniques [53], enumerating the location of decoy routers [63], and/or

leveraging machine learning-based traffic analyzers to perform traffic classification

(cf. [85, 88, 89]).

We posit that the security analyses of anonymity and censorship circumvention sys-

tems will likely follow the typical security “arms race” in which discovered vulner-

abilities are followed by proposed fixes. Arguably, given the asymmetry between

the adversary (e.g., a nation state with centralized control over the nation’s commu-
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nication architecture) and the user of the anonymity system (e.g., a dissident who

is dependent on the monitored network infrastructure), the advantage in this arms

race generally lies with the censor.

Rather than existing as a standalone system, privacy-preserving technologies should

be a characteristic of a widely fielded and general-purpose communication platform.

at is, we assert that it is more difficult for a censor to block a ubiquitous and

widely-used communication protocol than a niche application designed solely for

anonymous communication. Our goal is to avoid the arms race by instrumenting a

reliable and high-performance communication primitive that we hope will be widely

deployed, not used primarily as security apparatus, but that is inherently difficult to

surveil and block as a natural consequence of its design.

Paradoxically, to be effective as an anonymity technology, such an architecture should

achieve widespread adoption for purposes unrelated to anonymity. If the primary

purpose of the architecture is eavesdropping circumvention, the cost to the adversary

of barring access to protocols built using the architecture is low. However, if the

architecture is also regularly used for business and commerce, blocking an otherwise

useful tool that has widespread adoption may be too politically and economically

costly for the adversary. To this end, the architecture must both encourage general

purpose usage and be competitive with existing methods of communication.

8.2 Eavesdropping-Resistant Communication Architec-

tures

We consider two parties, Alice and Bob, who want to communicate with each other

over the Internet. Eve, the adversary, observes and controls all packets going to or
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coming from Alice. Alice is motivated to prevent Eve from discovering that she is

attempting to communicate with Bob. We assume that Bob is outside of Eve’s view.

To facilitate its general use as a communication platform and not just as an eaves-

dropping countermeasure, our architecture should provide benefits over direct IP

communication. Below, we briefly outline general-purpose centralized (§8.2.1) and

decentralized (§8.2.2) architectures that enable efficient and reliable communication

and are also resistant to eavesdropping.

8.2.1 Centralized Architecture

We observe that, in principle, eavesdropping-resistance can be directly achieved by

using a trusted third party to bridge a connection between Alice and Bob, so long

as the censor does not block access to the third party. e third party server, which

we call the broker, maintains full control of the overlay communication network and

manages key distribution and status information. We assume that users know the

public key of the broker and can hence communicate privately with it. Users upload

their public keys to the broker and are required to register with the broker before they

can participate in the network. e broker serves as a relay for all communication

between clients.

To achieve end-to-end communications privacy, Alice and Bob can query the bro-

ker for the other party’s public key (certificate) and communicate privately over

SSL/TLS, using the broker as an intermediary (i.e., a router). Importantly, mes-

sages should be protected using SSL/TLS with the broker so that the censor cannot

discover with whom Alice is communicating.

We emphasize that such a rendezvous mechanism also enhances reliability since it en-

ables two parties to communicate even when direct IP communication is not avail-

able (e.g., when the receiver is behind a firewall or NAT and cannot accept incoming
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Figure 8.1: Centralized communication architecture. Alice and Bob communicate
through a well-provisioned trusted third party (“broker”).

connections). A broker with sufficient resources to provide high bandwidth, low-

latency communication between nodes could encourage widespread utilization of

the service. Importantly, since Bob’s identity is encrypted and (by assumption) Bob

is located outside of the adversary’s view, then the adversary cannot distinguish be-

tween streams that should be subject to eavesdropping and those that should not.

at is, it is left with the choice of either blocking access to the broker — and hence

“censoring” everything — or permitting all traffic. If sufficiently widely adopted for

business and commerce, we posit that the financial cost of blocking the service may

outweigh the adversary’s desire to eavesdrop and censor.

We note that such a centralized architecture is feasible even at large scale, as is il-

lustrated by Google’s Voice and Hangout services. However, a centralized design

comes with the obvious weakness of having a single global point of failure: should

the centralized service be compromised by the adversary, attacks such as monitor-

ing, eavesdropping, and censorship become much easier, perhaps even trivial, to

perform. As indicated by the Snowden documents, governments can (and do) lever-

age the centralization of existing communication systems (e.g., Skype, Facebook,
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Figure 8.2: Distributed communication architecture. Alice and Bob communicate
through a series of intermediate peers chosen by Alice.

Google, etc.) to focus their surveillance efforts, with or without the cooperation of

the operators of the centralized systems [30].

8.2.2 Distributed Architecture

We briefly sketch a distributed communication protocol that is performant, has sev-

eral potentially useful advantages over direct IP communication, and is naturally

resistant to monitoring and blocking. Since a major goal is to gain widespread

adoption of our protocol, we aim to support a variety of network applications (e.g.,

voice-over-IP, file transfer, interactive messaging, etc.).

Our protocol makes use of a fully decentralized directory service that supports

put(key, value) and value ← get(key) semantics. A standard DHT (e.g., Chord [71])

that supports low-cost lookups is a reasonable implementation. When nodes (po-

tential communicants) come online, they register by putting their public key as

well as a contact point into the decentralized directory, keyed by a unique identifier

(UID) such as a hash1 over their email address. To anchor trust in the system, public

keys could be signed by peers, creating a social web of trust similar to that used by
1e use of the hash function provides some privacy protections, since it makes it more difficult

to cull email addresses and network locations from the directory.
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PGP/GnuPG. Additionally, decentralized certificate verification techniques (e.g.,

Google’s Certificate Transparency [40]) that rely on append-only data structures

may provide useful protections.

If a node can receive network communication—e.g., it is not behind a firewall, proxy,

or NAT—then it advertises its network address as its contact point. Otherwise, the

node (i) chooses a peer as a rendezvous point (RP) and sets its contact point to be

the RP’s UID, and (ii) creates a TLS connection to its RP.

When a node, Alice, wants to send a message to a node Bob, it queries the direc-

tory to discover Bob’s contact point and public key. (We assume Alice has a priori

knowledge of Bob’s UID/email address.) If the contact point is a network address,

then Alice initiates direct communication; otherwise, Alice must iteratively query

the directory until she learns of an appropriate rendezvous point for Bob. Using the

public keys retrieved from the directory, Alice initiates a TLS connection to Bob or

Bob’s rendezvous point (or the rendezvous point’s RP, etc.). In the latter case, Bob’s

RP relays the communication (again, using a TLS connection) to Bob.

Our envisioned protocol supports explicit redirection—the metadata of a message

may contain instructions to forward that message to another party. Since messages

are encrypted in TLS, this permits a form of onion routing [74] similar to that used

by Tor [20].

e above RP and redirection schemes provide useful reachability properties: Alice

can contact Bob, regardless of their network locations. at is, Alice can initiate a

connection to Bob, even if Bob is behind a firewall or NAT, eliminating the need to

develop specialized NAT piercing techniques. In addition to enabling anonymous

communication, explicit redirection also improves reachability and reliability, since

traffic can be easily rerouted around network failures. And importantly, by adopting
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the above protocol, developers do not need to build their own directory services,

significantly decreasing development time.

To provide high-performance messaging, our protocol can natively take advantage of

previously proposed network performance optimization techniques. For examples,

the protocol could apply pre-fetching techniques such as SPDY [70] to request mul-

tiple objects (e.g., elements of a webpage) in an initial request, reducing the number

of roundtrips and significantly shortening latency. Our protocol could also borrow

techniques from resilient overlay networks [3] and exploit triangle inequalities in the

network underlay to decrease end-to-end latency and potentially improve goodput.

8.3 Summary

e above designs—while admittedly far from complete— bring together various

ideas in the literature which are both privacy enhancing and useful properties to ap-

plication designers. Although the protocol is not impervious to blocking (e.g., an

adversary can prevent access to the directory service), its use of encrypted payloads

and potential redirection makes it difficult for an adversary to discern the endpoints

and content of intercepted communication. e adversary thus has to choose be-

tween preventing all use of the protocol or allowing the protocol’s use. If the protocol

is sufficiently useful to developers and is widely adopted by a variety of network ap-

plications, then the adversary may be forced to forgo monitoring and blocking.

As such, they prevent de-anonymization even in the presence of powerful adversaries

capable of observing all network flows created by the user, and redirection of these

flows via network attacks.
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9
Conclusion

Online anonymous communication has proven itself to be a very useful tool for

many different parties, on both sides of the law, and the gray areas in between. Tor,

as the most popular anonymous service, has been the subject of much research, both

in attacks against it, and ways to improve its efficiency and security properties. It

has also been the target of a number of high profile attacks in recent times.

e increasing size of adversaries is another recent development that heavily affects

the security of anonymous overlay networks. ese overlay networks were designed

with much more local adversaries in mind, e.g., malicious relay operators or rogue

network operators. A near-global adversary that is able to observe large portions

of network traffic, is able to reroute traffic or is willing to perform censorship, can

compromise the usability and security of these networks drastically.

In this thesis, we considered adversaries mainly at the network level, or the underlay

network, which carry network traffic and negotiate the routes of the Internet. By
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constructing maps of the Internet from traceroutes, we infered the underlying paths

between various points in the overlay network to find out how vulnerable its users

are. We quantitatively showed that the structure and properties of the underlay is

a significant factor in the security and anonymity properties of overlay anonymity

networks. Specifically, approximately a quarter of connections at the overlay are vul-

nerable, where at least one entity on the underlay could de-anonymize it. Further-

more, in the worst cases, we found ASes which are well situated enough to observe

a large fraction of anonymous traffic (up to 37% of Tor ingress traffic), and perform

de-anonymization on their own (up to 18% overall).

ese results assumed that the adversarial ASes are routing efficiently in terms of

minimizing latency and following business logic. Since routing on the underlay is

determined by an insecure protocol with well known flaws, a malicious adversary

could exploit this to increase its view of an anonymous network, increasing its ad-

vantage in de-anonymizing its users. We quantitatively showed that an adversary

that performs routing attacks against nodes of the anonymous system can observe

up to 48% of Tor ingress traffic with six prefix hijacking attacks. e direct cost to

the adversary is quite small, consisting mainly of slight routing overhead. Depend-

ing on what other endpoints are close to the target on the underlay, it is likely that

the fallout of this attack is small since this attack can be fairly highly targeted (/24s

used for the hijacked prefix).

ere have been many proposed techniques and modifications that attempt to deal

with these AS level adversaries. A notable one was AS aware routing (in Tor) to

prevent an AS from sitting on both sides of a Tor circuit[2, 22]. is would pre-

vent the adversary from performing correlation attacks to deanonymize its clients.

However, solutions of this form require fairly large changes to Tor’s protocol and it
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is unclear how well they interact with network attacks, e.g., how quickly they adapt

in real-time to changes in routing paths.

We proposed a lightweight detection mechanism which relies only on data-plane

techniques, specifically creative use of traceroutes, and a number of observations of

the structure of the underlay, to identify when a node is experiencing a BGP hijack-

ing attack. To provide reliability, since not all vantage points on the Internet are

well suited to probing all targets of interest, we considered a distributed monitoring

system of nodes which implement this detection mechanism. Using our model of

the Internet, we showed that our system provides real-time detection of BGP hijack-

ing attacks with low false positive rates. While it is unable to detect every instance

of prefix hijacking attacks on the monitored nodes, our system reduces most ASes

capabilities from observing approximately 13% of Tor ingress traffic down to 0.5%,

and the rest to at most 4%.

Ultimately, we described new directions that we believe will be fruitful for anony-

mous networks. We proposed that hiding anonymous traffic within other forms of

network traffic is one key way to strengthen anonymity systems. Specifically, we be-

lieve a common protocol that provides functionality for many different application

types, including support for traffic normalization over all its functions is important

for anonymity and anti-censorship. is would frustrate eavesdroppers by increas-

ing the amount of traffic they have to monitor and analyze, and potentially make it

impossible with proper traffic normalization.
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